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On March 5, 1993, the Hong Kong Future Exchange Ltd introduced trading 
in call and put options on the Hang Seng Index (HSI)�These instruments are very 
useful in managing the volatility and risks in the marketplace and provide a valuable 
addition to the investment product range currently available in Hong Kong. They are 
also useful instruments for speculation. In this paper, we introduce the basic 
concepts, trading mechanismstrading strategies and pricing model for these options. 
The basic model for option pricing remains the Black-Scholes (1973) Model. 
To date, little empirical research has been done on testing the predictability of the 
Black-Scholes Model (B-S Model) on HSI Options. To suit the Hong Kong market, 
the B-S Model has to be modified. Here, the authors try to modify the model with 
respect to dividends and volatility. Four different cases were considered. The 
valuation accuracy (predictability) of the B-S Model was tested for the HSI Options. 
Generally speaking, the B-S Model was found to be quite accurate for call options, 
but significantly less accurate for put options. No significant difference between the 
overall means of accuracy measures (Mean Error, Mean Absolute Error, Root Mean 
Square Error) for the four cases was found for calls, but significant difference 
between the overall means of accuracy measures for some cases was found for puts. 
Similar tests were also carried out for the HSI Warrants, issued by Wardley Ltd and 
Peregrine Ltd. In general, results similar to those obtained for call and put options 
on the HSI were obtained. 
In sum� the results presented in this paper offer an important insight into a 
very topical and intriguing area of Finance in Hong Kong. 
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Trading in options has become a global trend in the securities world. We 
waited for a long time to have HSI Options traded in the Hong Kong Futures 
Exchange. This innovation has helped to upgrade the Hong Kong stock market and 
brings in more investment choices for the investors. An investigation into the newly 
launched HSI Options is obviously a fruitful experience for us. However, due to its 
short trading history, some restrictions on data availability obviously exist. 
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"In January 1993, The Hong Kong Futures 
Exchange (HKFE) announced that the Board of the 
Exchange had approved the plan to launch options on 
the Hang Seng Index with trading in the Hang Seng 
Index Options (HSI Options) commencing in March 
1993." ["HKFE Announces Launch Date for Trading 
HSI Options. “ The Securities JoumaU February 
1993，30-32.] 
Options provide a valuable addition to the investment product range currently 
available in Hong Kong. Although they are highly leveraged instruments like futures 
contracts, they have a unique risk profile in that, unlike a futures contract where the 
investor is committed to deal, the buyer of an option only exercises the right of the 
option if the position is prof i table�Once the option premium has been paid, the 
buyer has no further risk in the market. This limited risk profile has important 
implications for investors who do not want the unlimited risk of futures and provides 
an alternative to index warrants. 
Options can be used either as trading or investment vehicles，or as tools to 
manage volatility and the risks of the marketplace. Options are often used in 
conjunction with stock holdings to transfer some of the risks of these holdings away 
from the investor. While useful for speculation, HSI Options also provide portfolio 
managers with a potentially effective tool in managing the systematic risk of their 
equity portfolios. 
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There is numerous research done on the S&PlOO and S&P500 Index Options 
in the U.S. over their long trading history. However, the lack of trading in index 
options in Hong Kong makes it difficult to know whether these results are applicable 
to Hong Kong. It is therefore desirable to investigate the various aspects of the newly 
launched HSI Options. With this as our background, the objectives of this paper are 
set out as follows : 
1. To present the fundamental concepts about index options; 
2. To introduce the characteristics and trading mechanism of HSI Options; 
3. To present the basic strategies of options trading; 
4. To test the predictability of the B-S Option Pricing Model. 
To carry out our analysis, a review of the literature in related studies is first 
carried out in Chapter n . Most of these were empirical studies on the predictability 
of the B-S Model in pricing index options in the U.S.�Chapter m then presents the 
basic concepts relating to index options with the major factors determining the price 
of options discussed. The trading mechanism of HSI Options is then described in 
Chapter IV. Chapter V then tells investors how to develop basic strategies using 
index options. The B-S Option Pricing Model and its modified versions are explained 
in detail in Chapter VI. The procedures of empirical analysis, data collection 
methods and tests to evaluate the performance of the B-S Model are also described 
in this chapter. Chapter VH presents the empirical results of these tests. Our 




The Black-Scholes Model 
According to Merton (1973), the value of a call option is determined by the 
price of the underlying asset, the strike price of the option, the time to expiration, the 
risk-free rate of interest and the variance of the return on the underlying asset. Based 
on these factors, different option pricing models have been constructed. A binomial 
model was independently derived by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein (1979)，and 
Rendleman and Bartter (1979). However, the most famous model was the continuous 
time option pricing model derived by Black and Scholes (1973). In a world where 
taxes and transactions costs are zero, the fair value of a European call option can be 
estimated by using the famous B-S Option Pricing Model. The formula for estimating 
the fair value of a call option is given by : 
Vc = 尸 X N{d,) - ( A ) X N(d,) 
where V^ = Estimated fair value of the call option 
P = Current market price of the underlying stock 
N{ ) = Cumulative normal distribution function operator 
E = Exercise price of the call option 
e = Base {exponential = 2.71) of natural logarithm 
R = Continuously compounded risk-free rate of return 
expressed on an annual basis 
T = Time remaining before expiration expressed as 
a fraction of a year 
+ + 0.5 x a ^ ) x r 
“ � � (T X 严 
= d, - {a X ro.5 ) 
a = Risk of the underlying common stock, measured by the 
standard deviation of the continuously compounded 
annual rate of return on the stock 
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There are a number of underlying assumptions of the B-S Model [see Black 
肌d Scholes (1973, p.637-654) for further elaboration]. In summary, these are : 
a. The model is only applicable to European options. 
b. All transactions costs are ignored. Options and stocks are assumed to be 
infinitely divisible, and information is available to all without cost. 
c. The short-term interest rate is constant during the life of the option contract. 
d. The underlying stock does not pay dividend. 
e. Stock prices behave in a manner consistent with a random walk in continuous 
time. 
f. The probability distribution of stock returns over an instant of time is normal. 
g. The variance of stock returns is constant over the life of the option contract 
and is known to all market participants. 
« 
Tests of the Applicability of the Black-Scholes Model 
Since Black and Scholes first published their model, extensive research has 
been conducted regarding the viability of the model and the development of 
alternative models. 
Some previous research on option pricing showed that mispricing has been 
empirically related to the strike price, the time to expiration and the volatility of the 
returns [see, for example, Black and Scholes，1972; Black，1975; Macbeth and 
Merville, 7夕79]�It is also shown by Whaley (1982)，and Sterk (1982) that the strike 
price bias and time bias are virtually eliminated when dividends are excluded. 
More recently, Patin, Robertson and Burckel (1989) carried out a test of the 
applicability of the B-S Model on the S&PlOO Index Call Options. They calculated 
the variance rate of return based on historical index price movements. Closing prices 
and strike prices for all S&PlOO Index Options traded during the months of January 
and February, 1986，were used. The closing values of the S&PlOO Index for the 
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eight month period, July 1，1985, through February 28, 1986 were obtained. The 
risk-free interest rate was computed as the average of the bid-ask rates for Treasury 
Bills. They showed that the accuracy of estimates of S&PlOO Index Call Option 
prices using the B-S Model was quite high. In about 74% of the options, the B-S 
Model estimates were within (+/-) 15% of actual market prices. 
Test of predictability of Black-Scholes Model 
Various methods are available to test the predictability of the B-S Model. One 
of these methods employs Proportional Valuation Errors (PVEs), based upon the 
difference between actual and predictive prices, as a proportion of actual prices [see 
Leonard and Solt (1990); Noreen and Wolfson (1981); McGuinness, Chan, Chung and 
Fung (1990)}. This method is to be discussed in detail in Chapter VI of this paper. 
In addition, other mispricing measures are available. Such as the Dollar Mispricing 
(DM) measurement form which is equal to the difference between the market price 
and the price estimated by the B-S Model [see Robertson and Burckel (1989)1. 
However, the PVE method is preferred because it provides a relative measurement 
form to judge predictive accuracy. 
Implied Volatility Estimation 
Besides the tests of applicability and predictability of the B-S Model, 
estimation of the volatility implied in traded options was another area which interested 
researchers. Risk is usually measured by market volatility in many pricing models 
(e.g. the CAPM). Measuring changes in volatility helps to explain changes in 
expected returns. Much research has been done to characterize the dynamic 
behaviour of market volatility. The method suggested by Harvey and Whaley (1992) 
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studied the dynamic behaviour of market volatility by forecasting the volatility 
implied in the transaction prices of S&PlOO Index Options. Harvey and Whaley 
suggested that the market price of an option should reflect investors' expectations, 
conditional on information on future volatility, in an efficient market. The implied 
volatility is determined by solving for the volatility implied in the B-S Model, with 
the fair value of the price of the option replaced by the actual market price of the 
option. It can be solved by an iterative method with the help of a computer. 
In concluding this section, much research has been done to test the 
applicability and predictability of the B-S Model on the S&PlOO Index Options in US. 
However, given the recent introduction of HSI Options in Hong Kong, there has been 
little empirical research on the applicability and predictability of the B-S Model to 
options in the Terr i tory�In this paper, we are going to carry out these tests on the 
HSI Options. We hope that this paper will provide some insights into the newly 




What are Options ？ 
A listed securities option is a contract to buy or sell units of an underlying 
security at a specified price. The underlying security may be stocks, futures or 
indices. 
There are basically two types of options, namely call options and put options. 
Call options offer the right to buy an underlying security at a specific price whilst put 
options offer the right to sell an underlying security at a specific price� The 
underlying security for the HSI Options is the HSI. Option buyers pay a premium^ 
(market price) for the right to buy or sell the underlying security�The seller of a call 
option is obliged to sell the underlying security to the option buyer if the call is 
exercised. Writers of put options are obliged to buy the underlying security from the 
option holder if the put is exercised^. 
'The term premium has different meanings for warrants and options. In the case of warrants, premium 
measures the extent to which a warrant price exceeds its theoretical value given the current price of the 
underlying security. The formula is give by: 
Premium{%)=(阶汗肪（^^ice / Conversion Ratio 十 Exercise Price) _ � ^ ^ � 
Share Price 
-The options position in HSI options is settled in cash instead of actual delivery of the constituent stocks. 
The Clearing House will automatically exercise the options which are in the money. (Appendix 3, Cash 
Settlement on Exercise) 
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If the strike price is equal to the current market price of the underlying 
security, the option is called "at the money"�However, the strike price is usually 
different from the market price of the underlying security. When the strike price is 
higher� i t is "in the money" for a call option but "out of the money" for a put option. 
Conversely, a call option is "out of the money" and a put option is "in the money" 
if the strike price is lower. 
There are several essential elements of an option contract. These include: 
1. underlying security; 
2. conversion ratio (contract multiplier in index options); 
3. expiry day; 
4. premium; 
5. strike price; 
6. exercise style. 
We are going to discuss these attributes in the following paragraphs� 
1. Underlying security 
As discussed before, the underlying security for an option contract may be 
commodities, stocks�futures, indexes or other financial instruments. In the 
following chapters, we are going to study index options (HSI Options) in 
detail. Options on other securities will not be discussed in detail in this paper. 
2. Contract multiplier^ 
This is used to calculate the value of a contract. For example, index options 
^For index warrants and index options, the contract multiplier represents the dollar value of an index point 
whereas the conversion ratio for stock warrants and stock options indicates the number of shares which can be 
bought or sold per contract. 
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are usually quoted in terms of index points rather than the cash value of the 
contract. Cash value of a contract is the product of the premium and the 
contract multiplier which for HSI Options is HK$50 per index point. 
3. Expiry day4 
The expiry day is the last day on which an option can be exercised. 
4. Premium 
Premium is the price the buyer pays in return for the rights conveyed in an 
option. It is also the quoted price of the opt ion�The option buyer pays the 
premium to exchange for the right to exercise the option if the option is in the 
money. 
5. Strike price� 
Strike price (U.S. term), or exercise price (U.K�term)，is the price at which 
the underlying security may be bought or sold with the rights conveyed in an 
option. 
6. Exercise style� 
There are two types of options according to their exercise styles, namely 
^The expiry day for warrants are usually further away from the issuing date (e.g. Peregrine's HSI Call and 
Put Warrants 1992 - 1994 issued on 30th April, 1992 will be expired on 28th April, 1994). 
^There is only one strike price for each warrant issued, but there is a range of different strike prices for 
options to ensure that there is always one option which is at the money. 
^Warrants are of American style while options can be either of American style or European style. 
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European style options and American style options. European style options 
can only be exercised on the expiry day. Although they cannot be exercised 
early, they can be traded in the market on any trading day. Thus, investors 
can always take profits or limit losses by trading out of the position. 
European style options can provide greater investor protection. On the other 
hand, American style options can be exercised on any trading day up to, and 
including, the expiry day. Early exercise of an American option can expose 
an investor in an unhedged position in an adverse market. 
Options Pricing 
The price, or premium, of an option is determined, basically, by its supply 
and demand factors. These factors are discussed in the following sections. 
Intrinsic (Theoretical) Value 
The premium of an option is affected by its intrinsic value. It is the amount 
that an option is currently "in the money" (i.e. the amount of profit which can be 
realized immediately by exercising the option). The intrinsic value is the difference 
between the option's strike price and the price of the underlying security. The 
premium should never be less than this intrinsic value due to the arbitrageurs' 
activities. For a call option, the intrinsic value is the amount that the price of the 
underlying security is above the strike price. Similarly, the intrinsic value of a put 
option is the amount the price of the underlying security is below the strike price. 
If an option is not "in the money", its intrinsic value is equal to zero. This is the 




The premium does not consist solely of the intrinsic value, but also the time 
value of an option. The time value is the amount buyers are willing to pay for an 
option�expecting that the changes in price of the underlying security will increase the 
value of the option. It is based on the possibility that its intrinsic value may increase 
in the future. The time value is a decreasing function of time. In addition, it 
declines at an increasing rate as the expiry day approaches. 
EXHIBIT 1 




\ Expiry Day 
Time to Expiration 
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Price Volatility 
If the price volatility of the underlying security is high, then the probability 
that an option would have higher intrinsic value before expiry day would be greater. 
Thus, the premium would be higher too. Furthermore, call premium would increase 
as the price of the underlying security increases for a given level of volatility because 
of the higher profit potential. Due to the same reason�put premium would be higher 
as the price of the underlying security decreases for a given level of volatility. 
Interest Rates 
Call premiums tend to increase and put premiums tend to decrease with higher 
interest rates. As the interest rate increases, fewer funds need to be invested to 
provide cash for exercising calls at some later date. In addition, the lower 
opportunity cost of owning the option when compared with that of owning the 
underlying asset increases the demand for calls when interest rates are high. As a 
result, call premiums should rise. However, the cash to be received at some future 
date has a lower present value as interest rates increase. This would reduce the 
demand for puts and hence their premiums. 
Dividends 
The value of a call is expected to fall and the value of a put is to increase with 
an increase in dividend payments. Dividend payments tend to reduce stock prices as 
the stock goes ex-dividend. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HANG SENG INDEX OPTIONS 
The Hang Seng Index 
The HSI is a market indicator which shows the general price level of common 
stocks traded in Hong Kong's stock market. It is calculated using the weighted 
market capitalization method. The base date of the HSI is on July 31，1964 and the 
HSI at that day was assigned as 100. There are currently 33 stocks in the H S I � T h e 
basic formula used to calculate the HSI is 
Current Total Market Value of 
Index = Constituent Stocks ^ • 
Total Market Value of 
Constituent Stocks at Base Date 
The HSI is managed by the HSI Services Ltd, which is a subsidiary of Hang 
Seng Bank Ltd. The HSI has been maintained so that it represents 75% of total 
market value and 70% of total market turnover. The 33 constituent stocks are shown 
in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
CONSTITUENT STOCKS OF THE HSf 
Finance Sector The Bank of East Asia Ltd 
Hang Seng Bank Ltd 
HSBC Holdings pic 
Jardine Strategic Holdings Ltd 
Utilities Sector China Light & Power Co Ltd 
Hongkong Electric Holdings Ltd 
The Hong Kong & China Gas Co Ltd 
Hong Kong Telecommunications Ltd 
The Kowloon Motor Bus Co (1933) Ltd 
« 
Properties Sector Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd 
Great Eagle Holdings Ltd 
Hang Lung Development Co Ltd 
Henderson Land Development Co Ltd 
Hongkong Land Holdings Ltd 
Hopewell Holdings Ltd 
Hysan Development Co Ltd 
New World Development Co Ltd 
Sun Hung Kai Properties Ltd 
Commerce 8l Industry Sector Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd 
CmC Pacific Ltd 
Dairy Farm International Holdings Ltd 
Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co Ltd 
The Hongkong 8l Shanghai Hotels Ltd 
Hutchison Whampoa Ltd 
Jardine Matheson Holdings Ltd 
Lai Sun Garment (International) Ltd 
Mandarin Oriental International Ltd 
Miramar Hotel & Investment Co Ltd 
Swire Pacific Ltd (A Shares) 
Television Broadcasts Ltd 
The Wharf (Holdings) Ltd 
Winsor Industrial Corporation Ltd 
‘ World International (Holdings) Ltd 
^Source : HSI Services Ltd. 
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Specifications for HSI Options 
HSI call options give buyers the right to buy the HSI while HSI put options 
allow buyers to sell the HSI at the strike price. Investors can then sell the market 
without shorting stocks or selling futures. 
However, investors are also allowed to short options. When an option is 
exercised, the seller has to pay cash to settle his position. Since it is an obligation 
for the seller to take the other side when the buyer exercises the option, a short 
position has the same risk as a futures contract when the market moves against him. 
The premium the seller received compensates part of the market risk. 
Table 2 shows the specifications for the HSI Options. The underlying 
commodity for HSI Options is the HSI. These options are cash settled contracts of 
difference. In other words, there is just a cash payment of the difference between the 
strike price of the option and the official settlement price. 
HSI Options are quoted in terms of index points. The cash value is the 
product of the premium and the contract multiplier. The contract multiplier for the 
HSI Options is HK$50 per index point (same as in HSI futures contracts). 
The contract months for HSI Options are the same as those for HSI Futures 
to facilitate hedging. They are the current month, the next calendar month, and the 
consecutive two quarter months from a March, June, September and December cycle. 
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The expiry day of HSI Options is the same as the final trading day of HSI 
Futures contracts. Since HSI Options are European style options, they can only be 
exercised on the expiry day. 
There are options with different strike prices trading at the same time. The 
strike price interval is 100 index points. New strikes will be introduced when the 
HSI moves above or below the range of existing strikes. New contract months will 
be introduced with at least five strikes to ensure that investors have a range of 
products to choose from. Illustration 1 summarizes the range of index options 
available on March 5, 1993, the first trading day of HSI Options. The HSI on that 
day was 6052.81. 
Based on a greater investor protection and a growing international trend, HSI 
Options are of European nature. European style options prevent investors from being 
exposed to an unhedged position in an adverse market^ In addition, the early 
exercise rules, and risk, are not so easily defined�There is a trend to introduce 
European style exercise for index options. 
At the expiry day� the Clearing House will automatically exercise all options 
that are currently in the money. It is very convenient for investors as they do not 
have to remember the expiry day and the exercise procedures. 
^Consider a bull spread formed by the American style options : 
Long call � 4 9 5 0 points @40 points premium 
Short call @5000 points @20 points premium 
If the market rises to, say 5100 points, the call option with exercise price equal to 5000 points may be exercised 
earlier and leave the investor who owns the bull spread unhedged. 
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ILLUSTRATION 1 
HSI OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON MARCH 5，1993 
Contract Strike Close Volume Contract Strike Close Volume 
Month Month 
Apri丨 93 6200C 455 39 June 93 6200C 550 0 
6200P 143 83 6200P 266 0 
6300C 405 10 6300C 490 0 
6300P 188 160 6300P 306 1 
6400C 345 45 6400C 434 0 
6400P 225 60 6400P 350 0 
6500C 285 307 6500C 384 5 
6500P 265 25 6500P 398 5 
6600C 240 • 4 6600C 336 0 
6600P 315 • 0 6600P 452 0 
6700C 200 114 6700C 284 0 
6700P 370 0 6700P 510 0 
6800C 163 30 6800C 256 0 
6800P 440 4 6800P 570 0 
May 93 6200C 520 0 Sep 93 6200C 686 0 
6200P 205 0 6200P 370 0 
6300C 460 0 6300C 628 0 
6300P 245 0 6300P 412 0 
6400C 400 0 6400C 574 0 
6400P 285 0 6400P 458 0 
6500C 345 0 6500C 524 0 
6500P 355 0 6500P 508 1 
6600C 280 3 6600C 476 0 
6600P 385 0 6600P 560 0 
6700C 255 0 6700C 432 0 
6700P 440 0 6700P 616 3 
6800C 215 0 6800C 390 5 
6800P 550 0 6800P 676 0 
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TABLE 2 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE HSI OPTIONS' 
Underlying Index Hang Seng Index. 
Contract Multiplier HK$50 per Index point. 
Contract Months Current and next calendar months plus next two months from the following cycle March. 
•iune; September; and December [refer to Appendix 1 for expiration cycle table]. ， 
Trading Hours Two trading sessions per d a y 
10:00 - 12:30 and 14:30 - 15:45 local Hong Kong time. 
Trading Method Open outciy in accordance with the Rules of the Exchange. 
Expiry Day The Business Day immediately preceding the last Business Day of the Contract Month. 
Option Premium Option premium is quoted in whole Index points. 
Contract Value Option premium multiplied by the Contract Multiplier. 
Cabinet Bids HK$10.00 per Contract to include all applicable fees and levies. 
Strike Prices Strike Prices should be set at intervals of one hundred (100) Index points or other such 
intervals as may from time to time be determined by the Board in consultation with the 
Commission. 
The Exchange reserves the right to introduce new strike prices at any time. 
Exercise Style European Style options which may only be exercised on Expiry day. 
Settlement on Exercise Cash settlement of the Final Settlement Value. 
Final Settlement Day Business Day immediately following Expiry Day. 
Official Settlement Price The Official Settlement Price for Hang Sen§ Index Options shall be a number, rounded 
down to the nearest whole number, declared by the Clearing House and shall, subject to 
Section 010 and 011 of the Regulations for trading Stock Index Options, be the average of 
the quotations of the Hang Seng Index taken at five (5) minute intervals during the Expiry 
Day and complied, computed and disseminated by HSI Services Ltd. fsee Appendix 3, 
Official Settlement Price] 
Position Limits Nil [see Appendix 3, Position Limits] 
Large Open P o s i t i o n s � 500 Contracts in any one series per each Client, [see Appendix 3, Large Open Positions] 
Minimum Fluctuation One Index point 
Margin Requirements Margin procedures as set out in the Exchange Rules. 
Trading Fees" (see Appendix 3, Commissions and Levies 019-020] 
Exchange Fee HK$ 9.50 per contract per side 
SFC Levy HK$ 2.50 per contract per side 
Compensation Fund Levy HK$ 0.50 per contract per side 
Special Levy HK$ 5.00 per contract per side 
Total HK$ 17.50 per contract per side 
All fees should be charged in addition to the minimum commission. 
* These fees are subject to change and investors should consult the brokers. 
Exercise Fees 
Options that are exercised on Expiry Day shall attract an Exercise Fee of HK$ 10.00 per contract. 
Contracts that are not exercised by the Clearing House will be deemed to have expired worthless and will not attract 
an Exercise Fee. 
Minimum Commissions [see Appendix 3, Commission and Levies 018] 
Minimum Commissions will be payable on all trades and will be set at the lesser of :-
1. 1 % of the Contract Value rounded up to the nearest Hong Kong Dollar with a minimum of HK$30; and 
2. HK$100. 
Options that are designated Cabinet Bids shall not attract a minimum commission as they have no Contract Value. 
Cabinet Bids 
These are options that are considered worthless and may be closed out at a nominal value of HK$10.00 per contract 
which includes all Trading Fees. These contracts will be displayed on the price reporting screens as "CAB" bid since 
options cannot otherwise be traded at less than the Minimum Fluctuation of one index point. 
^Source : Understanding Options, Hong Kong Futures Exchange Ltd. 
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The Trading Procedures of HSI Options 
All investors who want to participate in the HSI Options market should put 
their orders through brokers who are Members of the HKFE and their Member 
Representatives have already passed the necessary exams set by the HKFE. List of 
Members who are approved to trade HSI Options can be obtained from the HKFE. 
Each investor has to sign a Client Account Agreement which declares the risks 
of trading options and the terms of business for the Member. A sample of the 
"Options Risk Disclosure Statement" and "Options Information Statement" can be 
found in Appendix 2A and 2B. 
When an order is placed to a broker, he will phone it down to the trading 
floor. The floor trader will then take the order into the options trading Pit and try 
to fill the order at the right price. Three parties are responsible for the smooth 
functioning of the trading floor. Pit officials have to ensure that the market is fair and 
orderly. Registered Traders make prices and provide liquidity. Member 
Representatives execute Client orders. 
The HKFE is operated through an open outcry system. Brokers can access 
the current bid and offer prices, and the price and time of the last trade via a 
computerized price reporting system. However, investors may not be able to deal at 
the bid and offer prices quoted by the brokers. 
There are two types of Client accounts. Clients with cash accounts may only 
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carry long option positions and will be required to pay the full contract value of the 
option on the day of purchase [see Appendix 3，Payments of Option Premium and 
Client Accoiam 022(a)]. Unlike a cash account, a margin account can also carry 
short option positions, although it is very risky, at the discretion of the Member [see 
Appendix 3, Payment of Option Premium and Client Accounts 022(b) and Short 
Option Position Restrictions^ A margin account is valued on a daily basis and 
investors may be Liable for daily margin and variation adjustment payments [see 
Appendix 3, Margin and Variation Adjusments]. The premium is quoted in the 
market in terms of index point (one index point equals HK$50). Clients will also 
have to pay trading fees and commissions, which are subject to change. 
As noted earlier, HSI Options are cash settled contracts. Investors will receive 
a cash payment equal to the difference between the strike price of the option and the 
Official Settlement Price if the option has a positive intrinsic value at the expiry day. 
For instance, payment on exercising for a HSI May 6000 Call with a settlement price 
of 6200 is 200 points at HKS50 per point (i.e.HKS10,000). If the intrinsic value of 
the option is zero, it will expire worthless and no longer be valid after the Expiry 
Day. 
Official Settlement Price of the HSI is taken at five minutes intervals over the 
trading day. All call options with strike prices below the Official Settlement Price 
and all put options with strike prices above the Official Settlement Price will be 
exercised automatically by the Clearing House. All other options will expire 
worthless. 
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Advantages of Traded Index Options 
One of the motives for the HKFE to launch options is to complement the 
functions of existing Index Futures in Hong Kong. After the crash of the stock 
market in 1987，small investors were hesitant to participate in the futures market due 
to the unlimited capital exposure even regulations imposed post '87 have helped 
considerably [see Grant (1991)]. In order to attract the public to participate in the 
market again, the HKFE decided to launch HSI Options in March 93. 
Unlike most warrants, options are usually short term instruments�They are 
issued with shorter time to the Expiry Day. In addition, there is a wider range of 
strike prices to choose from for options whereas the strike price for each warrant is 
fixed at issue. Warrants (unless covered by a third party) are issued by individual 
companies. The number of warrants available for trading depends on the issuing size. 
In contrast, the number of options contracts in the market is determined solely by 
supply and demand in the market. 
Both stock index futures and options are instruments for managing financial 
risks. Investors and traders can expose themselves to the equity market in a single 
transaction to a different extent, fix the price and timing of their equity exposure, and 
profit from the volatility of the market by using either stock index futures or options. 
However, there are two reasons why index options are superior investment 
instruments when compared with Index Futures. Firstly, index options provide the 
potential of making a lot of money while keeping limited capital exposure. If the 
market moves against the option holder's position, the maximum loss would only be 
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limited to the initial cost of purchasing the options. However, those who invest in 
Index Futures are exposed to unlimited loss. Illustration 2 shows the gain/loss profile 
of buying and selling a future contract and buying a call option respectively. The 
maximum risk associated with the call option is the premium paid only (i.e. 300 
points), but that for the future contract is unlimited. A similar risk profile can also 
be obtained for put options. 
.ILLUSTRATION 2 
GAIN/LOSS PROFILE OF BEING LONG & SHORT IN FUTURES 
AND BEING LONG IN CALL OPTIONS 
Strike price of call options = 5,000 points 
Long futures at 5,000 points 
Option premium = 300 points 
Index at Gain/Loss of being Gain/Loss of being short Gain/Loss of buying 
expiration long in Futures in Futures Call Options 
6,000 +1,000 -1,000 +700 
5,500 +500 -500 + 200 
5,000 0 0 -300 
4,500 -500 +500 -300 
4,000 -1,000 +1,000 -300 
Second, although investors can limit their loss in the futures market by placing 
stop loss orders, they will be forced out of the market if the market moves against 
them. If the market then changes direction and moves in their favour, they will miss 
out the profit. However, index options allow them to wait in the market until the 
options expire. 
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Risks involved in Options Trading 
Options trading not only delivers advantages to investors, but also induces 
certain risks. The risks of buying options and writing options can be very different. 
Risks of Buying Options 
An option holder may lose his entire investment in a relatively short period 
of time. If the market moves against a holder, then the option will become worthless 
and the holder will lose 100% of the premium he paid. However, since options are 
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highly geared, the loss is still relatively small. Illustration 3 shows the huge profit 
potential derived from heavy leverage as well as the loss that may incur in buying a 
call option. 
ILLUSTRATION 3 
RETURNS ON BUYING (TAKING A LONG POSITION IN) 
A CALL OPTION 
Strike price of call options = 5,000 points 
Long futures at 5,000 points 
Option premium = 300 points 
Index at expiration Gain/Loss of Buying Call Options Return 
6,000 +700 233.3% 
5,500 +200 66.7% 
5,000 -300 -100% 
4,500 ‘ -300 -100% 
4,000 ^ -100% 
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Although an out of the money option with a shorter term to expiration has a 
lower price� the risk of losing part or all of the premium will be higher because it is 
unlikely that the market will be able to move to a position that profits the buyer. 
Risk of Writing Options 
A writer of an American style option may be assigned an exercise at any time 
during the life of the option. However, it is irrelevant to European style option. An 
option writer can enjoy limited profit, i.e. the premium received, but he will face 
unlimited risks when the market moves against him. When we consider Illustration 
3 from a writer's perspective, the gain/loss profile will be completely reversed 
However, it is very complicated to calculate the percentage return as the investment 
varied. 
ELLUSTRATTON 4 
GAIN/LOSS PROFILE OF WRITING CALL OPTIONS 
Strike price of call options = 5,000 points 
Long futures at 5,000 points 
Option premium = 300 points 
Index at expiration Gain/Loss of Writing Call Options 
6,000 -700 
5,500 -200 





BASIC STRATEGIES OF OPTIONS TRADING 
Table 3 summarizes some of the commonly used basic options trading 
strategies which could be used to match with our anticipated market direction. The 




CLASSIFICATION OF OPTIONS TRADING STRATEGIES 
Bullish Bearish Stable Volatile 
Buy call Buy put Ratio covered call Short butterfly 
writing 
Covered call Naked call Ratio covered put Ratio spread 
writing writing writing 
Naked put Covered put Long butterfly Straddle purchase 
writing writing 
Bull spread Bear spread Straddle write Strip (bias towards down-side 
market movement) 
Short strangle Strap (bias towards up-side 
market movement) 
Long strangle 
For simplicity, transaction costs are neglected in the discussions of the 
strategies. In order to give a visual presentation to the profit/risk profiles of the 
strategies, exhibits plotting profit against index at expiration for selected strategies are 
included in Appendix 4. 
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Buy Call 
It is a bullish strategy that the buyer expects the market to rise. The intrinsic 
value of a call option will be positive if the HSI rises above the strike price, [see 
Appendix 4，Exhibit 2] 
Buy Put 
It is a bearish strategy that the buyer makes a profit if the market declines. 
Both the gain and loss of put are limited. The profit potential is limited by the fact 
that index cannot drop below zero�[see Appendix 4，Exhibit 3] 
Call Writing 
There are different ways to write a call option. We are going to discuss three 
most commonly used methods� 
Naked Call Writing 
Naked call writing is selling a call without owning the underlying instrument, 
i.e. going short in the option. It is a bearish strategy that the writer wants the price 
of the underlying instrument drops, [see Appendix 4，Exhibit 4 
Covered Call Writing 
It means being long an underlying instrument and short a call on that 
instrument. For the case of index option. Writing a covered call can partially hedge 
existing position against index declines, increase return on existing long position, and 
furnish an opportunity for profit. It is possible to reduce the break-even point to 
below the initial entry level, [see Appendix 4’ Exhibit 5] 
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Ratio Covered Call Writing 
It is holding an underlying instrument and shorting more calls on that 
instrument to create a delta^° neutral position. Then the writer can capture the time 
premium of the calls. To maintain a zero delta position�the writer has to change the 
number of options held dynamically as the delta of options changes continuously in 
response to the market fluctuation. There should be no losses on a theoretically 
perfect ratio covered call writing program but it is almost impossible. 
‘ Put Writing 
Similar to call writ ing�we will discuss the three main types of put writing 
methods. 
Naked Put Writing 
Similar to naked call writing, naked put writing is selling a put without owning 
the underlying instrument- It is a bullish strategy with maximum profit equals to the 
put premium received, [see Appendix 4’ Exhibit 6] 
Covered Put Writing 
Covered put writing is shorting an underlying instrument and shorting a put 
on that instrument simultaneously. Like covered call writing, covered put writing 
lODelta is a measure on the change in option premium associated with a change in underlying security's 
price. 
A 祝 
A = — 
dP 
where V = option premium 
P = price of underlying security 
It lies between 0 and 1. Options which are deep "in the money" will associated with a delta approximately equal 
to 1. Deep "out of the money" options have a near 0 delta, and "at the money" options have a delta value close 
to 0.5. 
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limits the profit potential of shorting underlying instrument but buffers the short 
position from losses by the amount of the premium only, [see Appendix 4, Exhibit 7] 
Ratio Covered Put Writing 
Ratio covered put writing means shorting an underlying instrument and 
shorting more puts on that instrument to create a delta neutral position. The writer 
is also aiming at capturing the time premium of the puts. 
Spreads 
« 
A spread trading strategy involves taking a position in two or more options of 
the same type, i.e. two or more calls, or two or more puts� 
Bull Spreads 
A bull spread is a bullish strategy. However it is not as bullish as buying a 
call or selling a put. Investor can construct a bull spread by either longing a lower 
strike call and shorting a higher strike call [ see Appendix 4，Exhibit 8d\，or longing 
a lower strike put and shorting a higher strike put [see Appendix 4，Exhibit Sb]. It can 
enhance the profitability of a long call or put. If an investor is holding a profitable 
long position, he can write a higher strike option to create a bull spread and protect 
his profits. For a bull call spread, there is always an initial cash outlay. But it will 
always be an initial cash inflow for a bull put spread. 
Bear Spreads 
A bear spread is a bearish strategy. However, it is not as bearish as buying 
a put or selling a call. It can be constructed by either longing a higher strike call and 
shorting a lower strike call [see Appendix 4，Exhibit 9d\, or longing a higher strike 
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put and shorting a lower strike put [see Appendix 4，Exhibit 9b]. Opposite to the bull 
spread� the bear call spread generates an initial cash inflow but the bear put spread 
requires an initial cash outlay� 
Butterfly Spreads 
It is usually considered a neutral strategy and can be constructed with either 
puts or calls. 
Long butterfly is constructed by buying one low strike option, selling two 
medium strike options and buying one high strike option [seo Appendix 4’ Exhibit 10a 
& 10b]. The investor expects the market to be stable. With the assumption that the 
distances between the middle strike price to the highest and lowest strike prices are 
equal, we have the respective break-even points as shown in the exhibits. 
Short butterfly is constructed by selling one low strike option, buying two 
medium strike options and selling one high strike option [see Appendix 4，Exhibit 11a 
& lib]. The investor expects the market to move sharply in either direction. 
Calendar Spreads 
Calendar spreads are constructed by buying or selling a put or call in different 
expiration month. A neutral calendar spread can be constructed by selling a nearby 
at the money option and buying a farther expiration contract with the same strike�It 
is used when the market is expected to be stable and the investor wants to capture the 
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time decay of the nearby option". A bullish calendar spread can be constructed by 
using a strike price above the current market price while the bearish calendar spread 
is constructed by using a strike price below the current price. The maximum risk in 
a calendar spread is the net debit but the profit potential for a calendar spread is 
unlimited. It is difficult to express the profit using a formula since it is difficult 
predict the time value changes precisely. 
Ratio Spreads 
It is constructed by buying lower strike calls and selling a larger quantity of 
higher strike calls, or buying higher strike puts and selling a larger quantity of lower 
strike puts. It is a dynamic strategy to maintain a zero delta as the previously 
mentioned ratio strategies. The maximum profit equals the number of long calls or 
puts multiplied by the difference between the strikes, plus the initial credit (if any) 
or minus the initial debit (if any). 
Ratio Calendar Spreads 
It is a combination of ratio and calendar spread and consists of selling nearby 
options and buying fewer of a farther option. It is a low-risk investment that gives a 
steady return. Again, the profit or loss are related to time decay of two different 
options and therefore are difficult to express in formulae. 
Straddles 
A straddle involves buying (or writing) both a call and a put with the same 
strike price and expiry day. 
"Time value decreases at an increasing rate as the time to expiration decreases. Refer to the discussion of 
time value in Chapter ELL 
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Straddle Purchase / Bottom Straddle 
Straddle purchase is equal to long call and long put simultaneously [see 
Appendix 4，Exhibit 12]. It will profit if the stock index moves significantly in either 
direction. 
Straddle Write / Top Straddle 
Straddle write is equal to short call and short put simultaneously [see Appendix 
4，Exhibit 13]. It makes profit if the stock index stays in a narrow range. 
Strips 
A strip is created by buying a call and two puts at the same strike price [see 
Appendix 4，Exhibit 14]. The investor is expecting there will be a significant market 
move but it will more likely be a down side move. 
Straps 
A strap is created by buying two calls and one put at the same strike price [see 
Appendix 4，Exhibit 15], The investor is also expecting there will be a significant 
market move, but it will more likely be a up side move in contrary to the strip. 
Strangles 
A strangle is similar to a straddle except that it involves a put and a call with 
different strike prices. 
Long Strangle / Bottom Vertical Combination 
It consists of longing a put and longing a call with the same expiry day but 
different strike prices [see Appendix 4，Exhibit 16a & 16b]. Similar to straddles, the 
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investor expects the market will move sharply. The index has to move further in a 
strangle to make a profit. 
Short Strangle / Top Vertical Combination 
Selling strangle means shorting a put and shorting a call with the same 
expiration but different strike prices [see Appendix 4，Exhibit 17a & 17b\. It has 
unlimited risk and the investor expects the market remains stable. 
We do not categorize Calendar spread and Ratio calendar spread in any of the 
four mentioned groups of strategies because with different choices in strike prices, 
Calendar spread and Ratio calendar spread can be used as bullish, bearish, or neutral 




The Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model 
The basic model for estimating the fair value of options in this paper is the 
Black-Scholes Model. Since it is designed originally for the valuation of call options 
without dividend payments, it should be modified a little to suit the HSI Options [see 
Chapter II, p.4 earlier for details of the Black-Scholes Model], 
Modifications to Original Black-Scholes Pricing Model 
Dividends present problems to the original B-S Model� The dividend 
concerned is not the dividend of an individual stock, but the dividend of the thirty-
three stocks of the HSI. However, the payment date of these stocks are all different. 
Although the HSI Services Limited provides information on dividend yield on the HSI 
on a daily basis, individual investors may find it difficult to estimate the variation of 
its value. Fortunately, the influence of the variation of the dividend yield of the HSI 
on the value of HSI Options is likely to be relatively small. As a result, we can use 
an average value of the HSI dividend yield in the B-S Model without significantly 
affecting the accuracy of the estimation. The B-S Model modified for dividend yield 
is given on the following page. 
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^ C = ^ X 匕-dT X • - ( A ) X • 
eRT 
^P = ( ) X - P X e-d丁 X Ni-d,) 
^here V^ = Estimated fair value of the call option 
Vp 二 Estimated fair value of the put option 
In ( ) + 口 + 0.5 X (t2 ) X r 
d , = _ _ 邑 
(T X r o . 5 
d^ = d 入-a X r�.5 
d = Dividend yield of the HSI 
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Empirical Analysis and Data Collection 
The variance of the rate of return on the HSI is not "directly" observable. 
There are two methods employed by most researchers to estimate this v a l u e � T h e 
first method involves the estimation of the "implied volatility" of the HSI. This is 
done by an iterative process to calculate a variance which equates to the theoretical 
option price to the observed market price [see Schmalensee and Trippi, 1978; Patell 
and Wolfs on, 1979 for examples]. The values of the call price, strike price, index 
level, days to maturity and the risk-free rate are used as inputs to the B-S Model to 
impute the variance for that option which is closest to being "at the money". The 
second method involves the estimation of the "historical volatility" of the HSI. 
Black and Scholes originally tested their option pricing model using variance 
rates estimated from historical price movement data. However, some researchers [see 
MacBeth, J.D. and LJ.，Merville (1979)^ have calculated an implied variance rate 
based on the assumption that the B-S Model accurately predicts at the money options. 
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In this paper, we are going to evaluate the variance rate of return of the HSI based 
on historical index price movements. 
Closing values of the HSI for each trading day during the period under 
consideration were obtained. The volatility of the HSI was computed using the 
following equations: 
• = ^ E ^ i [ In ( 警 ) ] 
膽 = • [ [ In ( * ) - 慰 ] 2 ] 
where MLR = Sample mean {natural) logarithmic 
rate of return of the HSI 
VRR = Variance of the continuously compounded 
rate of return of the HSI 
n = Number of observations 
Sj+i = The value of HSI at time period j+\ 
Sj = The value of HSI at time period j 
It is assumed that the returns on the HSI are lognormally distributed with 
constant variance. Previous research [see Evnine and Rudd (1986)'] suggests that 
returns on the S&PlOO Index adhere reasonably well to the lognormal distribution. 
It appears that this assumption is also true for the returns on the HSI. 
In this paper, two types of options are analyzed, namely the HSI Warrants^^ 
and the HSI Options. The former include Wardley's HSI Call Warrant 92 and 
Peregrine's HSI Call Warrant 93 are chosen for testing against the B-S Model. The 
'-Warrant is actually a call option issued by listed companies, and traded on the SEHK, not the Hong Kong 
Futures Exchange Limited. 
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latter included the HSI April calls and puts at strike between 6000 points and 6300 
points. 
The historical volatility of the HSI is used in estimating the fair price of the 
HSI Warrants. The daily closing values of the HSI for the period from January 1, 
1991 to June 30, 1991 and the period from January 1, 1992 to December 31，1992 
were used to estimate the volatility of the HSI for Wardley's warrant and Peregrine's 
warrant respectively. It was found to be 0.236 and 0.260 respectively�The yields 
on the Exchange Fund Bills were also obtained. 
The values of the HSI Warrants for the period from July 1, 1991 to December 
31, 1991 and the period from July 2，1992 to December 31, 1992 were tested against 
the theoretical values for Wardley and Peregrine respectively？� 
The HSI Calls and Puts between strike prices of 5800 points and 6800 points 
for the trading months of April, May, June and September were available during the 
testing period. However, we have only included those options that were actively 
traded in the market. Thus, the HSI April Calls and Puts at strike prices between 
6000 points and 6300 points were analyzed. 
The historical volatility of the HSI for the period between December 4，1992 
to March 4, 1993 was calculated. It was found to be 0.264. The yields on Exchange 
'^A computer programme was written by the authors in EXCEL to calculate the theoretical values. The 
computer outputs can be found in Appendix 5. 
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Funds Bills for March 1993 were obtained. The market capitalization of and dividend 
issued by the HSI constituent stocks in 1992 were used to estimate the dividend yield 
for the HSI in the B-S Model. It was estimated to be 3.69%. These parameters were 
then put into the B-S Model to test the price of HSI Options against the theoretical 
values during the period from March 8, 1993 to March 31，1993. Besides, the 
implied volatility of the HSI on the first day under consideration were calculated for 
each HSI Option. ^^  
* 
The dividend yield on the HSI were obtained from the Hong Kong Economic 
Journal Monthly for the periods under consideration. For the risk-free rate, r, the 
yield on the Hong Kong Exchange Fund Bills is used. Different yields on Exchange 
Fund Bills were used for options with different time to expiration. 
TABLE 4 
CHOICES OF YIELD FOR DIFFERENT TIME TO EXPIRATION 
Time to Expiration Yield on Exchange Fund Bills 
Within one week One week 
One week to one month One month 
One month to three months Three months 
Three months to six months Six months 
Six months or more Twelve months 
i ^ ^ e computer outputs are shown in Appendix 6. 
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Tests used to determine the performanre 
of Black-Scholes Model 
In order to test the performance of the B-S Model in estimating the value of 
HSI Options, several measures are employed. First, actual and estimated prices of 
HSI Options are compared. Measures of Proportional Valuation Errors (PVEs) for 
each trading day can be calculated for each option using the formula: 
PVE = — Pe 
Pa 
*re PVE = Proportional Valuation Error 
= Actual price of option 
Pe : Estimated price of option 
After calculating the PVEs, accuracy measures can then be computed. These 
measures calculate the magnitude of the deviation of actual price from estimated 
price. Three accuracy measures were used in this paper�These were the Mean Error 
(ME), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and the Root Mean Squared Error (RME). 
The formulae for these measures are given by: 
ME = 1 y PVE. 
n 乙 J 
MAE = 1 PVE. 
n J 
RME = [I (PVE/ 
Both MAE and RME cancel out the negative and positive deviations of actual 
price from estimated prices. However, the sign and magnitude of the deviation of 




Table 5 shows a summary of the Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RME) from the Proportional Valuation Error 
(PVE) of the HSI Warrants [see Appendix 5A S： 5B for details of the computation of 
these accuracy measures for the Warrants . 
TABLE 5 
TESTING RESULTS ON WARRANTS 
Errors Wardley Call Warrants 92 Peregrine Call Warrants 93 
ME -8.41% 10.55% 
MAE 8.45% 12.73% 
RME 8.80% 16.47% 
The B-S Model appears to be quite accurate for both HSI Warrants. The 
values of MAE and RME for both warrants are about 10% and 13% respectively. 
On the other hand, the values of ME are quite different for these two warrants, with 
one being positive and the other being negative. 
Same tests are carried out for each HSI Option with some modifications. 
There are four different cases considered and presented in Table 6 in next page. 
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TABLE 6 
CASES FOR TESTING THE B-S MODEL ON HSI OPTIONS 
Modifications Implied Volatility Historical Volatility 
Not Adjusted for Dividend CASE I CASE HI 
Adjusted for Dividend CASE n CASE IV 
Table 7 and Table 8 present a summary of the Mean Errors (MEs), Mean 
« 
Absolute Errors (MAEs) and Root Mean Squared Errors (RMEs) from the 
Proportional Valuation Errors (PVEs) of the four call options and four put options for 
the B-S Model under the four different cases [see Appendix 6A to 6Bfor details of the 
computation of these accuracy measures for the options under different cases]. 
TABLE 7 
TESTING RESULTS ON HSI CALL OPTIONS 
I. Using Implied Volatility but not adjusted for dividend 
6000C 6100C 6200C 6300C Average 
ME 5.8% 0.3% -1.0% -4.2% 0.2% 
MAE 8.3% 4.3% 4.9% 13.4% 7.7% 
RME 11.6% 12.6% 19.6% 22.1% 16.5% 
II. Using Implied Volatility and adjusted for dividend 
6000C 6100C 6200C 6300C Average 
ME 8.2% -1.2% -3.6% -7.3% -1.0% 
MAE 9.5% 8.6% 10.4% 14.4% 10.7% 
RME 12.8% 10.9% 13.8% 24.8% 15.6% 
III. Using Historical Volatility but not adjusted for dividend 
6000C 6100C 6200C 6300C Average 
ME 0.5% -3.0% 2.2% -3.7% -1.0% 
MAE 9.1 % 8.7% 9.9% 13.3% 10.3% 
RME 11.3% 11.3% 11.9% 21.9% 14.1% 
IV. Using Historical Volatility und adjusted for dividend 
6000C 6100C 6200C 6300C Average 
ME 5.6% 2.6% 7.9% 2.9% 4.8% 
MAE 9.0% 8.5% 11.3% 14.0% 10.7% 
RME 11.8% 丨 0.2% 13.4% 20.0% 13.9% 
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TABLE 8 
TESTING RESULTS ON HSI PUT OPTIONS 
I. Hsinj； Implied Volatility but not at^jiistetl for dividend 
oOOOP 01 OOP 6200P 6300P Average 
ME --0.74% -8.05% 14.53% 3.81% -2.8% 
NIAE -3 .05% 14.31% 20.58% 22.15% 20.2% 
M I E 15.92% 23.41% 37.46% 26.4% 
II. Usiui； Implied Volatility iUid justed for dividend 
oOOOP 51 OOP 6200P 6300P Average 
ME --1-30% -5.74% 13.27% 2.13% -2.9% 
MAE 23.96% 12.25% 19.81% 21.85% 19.5% 
RME 28.71% 13.58% 22.92% 38.10% 25.8% 
III. Using Historical Volatility but not ac^justed for dividend 
6000 P 61 OOP 6200P 6300P Average 
ME 37.91% 28.18% 18.55% 10.66% 23.8% 
MAE 37.91% 28.18% 23.35% 25.75% 28.8% 
RME 38.42% 29.29% 25.46% 36.92% 32.5% 
IV. Using HLstoriciil Volatility and adjusted for dividend 
6 _ P 61 OOP 6200P 6300P Average 
ME 33.89% 23.88% 13.64% 5.71% 19.3% 
MAE 33.89% 23.88% 20.07% 22.93% 25.2% 
RME 34.52% 25.30% 23.06% 37.48% 30.10% 
In terms of the accuracy measures, the B-S Model appears to be quite accurate 
for call options but not so for put options. The average ME, MAE and RME for call 
options are approximately +0.5%, +10% and +15% respectively. On the other 
hand, the average ME, MAE and RME for put options are approximately +10%, 
+24% and +30% respectively. 
When the accuracy measures for the four different cases are examined 
carefully, it is observed that they present similar results for call options, but quite 
different results for put options. 
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Let's consider the call options first. For case I, the ME (0.0%) and MAE 
(8.(5%�are the lowest among the four cases although the RME (17.5%) is the highest 
among the four cases. Case H, m and IV present similar results with respect to ME, 
MAE and RME. It suggests that case I might be the best model for call options 
pricing, although the other three cases might be equally good for predicting the price 
of call options. 
For the put options, the results are generally not so good. Case I and case n 
present similar results with ME, MAE and RME equal to approximately -1%, +20% 
and +26% respectively. Case m and case IV show similar results with ME, MAE 
and RME equal to approximately +20%, +27% and +32% respectively. It suggests 
that the use of implied volatility in estimating the price of put options might be more 
appropriate although the MAEs and RMEs are quite large. 
Examining individual options shows that 6300C (the HSI Call Option at a 
strike price of 6300 points) is markedly different from the others with respect to 
MAE and RME while the results for 6000C�6100C and 6200C are quite similar in 
terms of MAE and RME. However, all of the four put options (6000P, 61 OOP, 
6200P and 6300P) show similar results with respect to MAE and RME. 
Besides the accuracy of options model price estimates (i.e. MAE and RME), 
investors are also interested in estimating the bias of the model under various cases. 
In this situation, the ME is the relevant measure. Positive ME means that the option 
under consideration is overpriced while negative ME means that the option is 
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underpriced. For the call options, equal number of positive signs and negative signs 
are found for 
the first three cases (average ME = -0.8%), suggesting that the B-S Model generally 
provides unbiased estimates for call options although all the MEs are positive for the 
last case (ME = 4.6%). For the put options, the B-S Model provides slightly biased 
estimates when implied volatility is used (average ME = -2.2%). However, the 
model provides highly biased results when historical volatility is used (average ME 
= + 2 2 % ) . 
Differences between the overall means of the ME, MAE and RME across the 
four different call options and put options under the four different cases are computed 
[see Tables 9 & 10\. Significant differences in the means of the ME, MAE and RME 
measures are only detected one time across the four different cases at the 5 % level 
for a 2-tailed test for the calls. Significant differences in the means of ME and MAE 
are detected across the four different cases at the 5 % level for a 2-tailed test for the 
puts. 
TABLE 9 
SIGNIFICANT (t) TESTS ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
THE MEANS OF ACCURACY MEASURES ON CALLS 
Calls i-n i i-m m - i v iv-i i -m n- iv 
ME 0.311 0.004 -3.044* -1.864 0.488 -1.628 
MAE -1.233 0.292 1.144 0.064 -1.085 1.287 
RME 0.220 0.363 1.307 1.965 0.646 1.546 
^Significant at 5% confidence level for 2-tailed test. 
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TABLE 10 
SIGNIFICANT (t) TESTS ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
THE MEANS OF ACCURACY MEASURES ON PUTS 
Puts i-n n - m m - i v iv-i i -m n- iv 
ME 0.014 -2.856^ 0.534 -2.25F -2.754" -2.335" 
MAE 0.215 -2.283* 0.822 -1.378 -2.684# -1.657 
RME 0.076 -1.116 0.521 -0.654 -1.126 -0.686 
When the HSI Call Warrants and the HSI Call Options are compared, we 





In this paper, the basic concepts of options are presented�The lements of an 
option include the underlying security, contract multiplier, expiry day, premium, 
strike price and the exercise style. The price of an option contract is determined by 
the intrinsic value, time value, price volatility, interest rates and dividend. As argued 
throughout, options provide a new investment vehicle for investors to manage 
volatility and risks of the marketplace although there are still risks involved in option 
trading. 
Investors often use some option pricing models to identify investment 
opportunities in the marketplace. The most commonly used model, the Black-Scholes 
(B-S) Model (1973), is discussed in detail. To date, there has been little empirical 
research to test the applicability and predictability of the B-S Model in estimating the 
HSI Options launched recently by the HKFE. In this paper, we have carried out such 
tests. Generally speaking, the B-S Model is quite accurate in estimating the prices 
of the HSI Call Options and the HSI Call Warrants. However�it is not so accurate 
for HSI Put Options and HSI Put Warrants. The average ME, MAE and RME for 
call options are approximately +0.5%，+10% and +15% respectively. On the other 
hand, the average ME, MAE and RME for put options are approximately +10%， 
+24% and +30% respectively. When the accuracy measures for the four different 
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cases are examined carefully, it is observed that they present similar results for call 
options, but quite different results for put options. Significant differences in the 
means of the ME, MAE and RME measures are only detected one time across the 
• four different cases at the 5% level for a 2-tailed test for the calls. Significant 
differences in the means of ME and MAE are detected across the four different cases 
at the 5% level for a 2-tailed test for the puts. 
Although we have tried their best to carry out the analysis on the HSI Options, 
there are still some limitations on this study. First, the sample size was quite small. 
There were less than thirty data points for the analysis of the HSI Options. However, 
it could not be avoided because the HSI Options were only first issued on the March 
5, 1993. We recommend that similar research should be carried out one year later. 
At that time, there would be enough data to ensure more accurate and reliable results. 
In addition, the options market is still at the early stage in Hong Kong. The results 
found here might not fully reflect the situation at a later stage. 
Theoretically, the HSI and the price of the HSI Options should be collected 
at the same time. However, there is a difference in trading time between the Stock 
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (SEHK) and the Hong Kong Futures Exchange 
(HKFE). The SEHK closes at 3:30 p.m. while the HKFE closes at 3:45 p.m. If the 
market changes dramatically within the time gap, the results would be affected 
significantly. For instance, when the Governor announced his decision to publish his 
"Constitutional Reform" on the Government Gazette on March 12, 1993, both the 
HSI and HSI Options' prices changed tremendously. After the SEHK had been 
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closed, the HKFE was still trading HSI Options which continued to change 
significantly�The results might be seriously affected on this trading day. On other 
trading days, the difference might not affect the results significantly. 
It should also be remembered that the B-S Model is relatively sensitive to 
changes in variance rates [see The Securities Journal (1993 April, p.24 - 25)]. The 
estimated variance of the rate of the return on the HSI may not reflect the market's 
perception of the volatility of the HSI. Moreover, the model assumes that the HSI 
returns are lognormally distributed with constant variance. This may not be the case 
although mispricing errors caused by this violation may be small. 
Finally, transaction costs are not taken into account. The market prices of the 
HSI Options would be increased and the degree of overvaluation would be reduced 
if transaction costs are included. On the other hand, the degree of undervaluation 
would be increased. However, it is believed that transaction costs would not affect 
the results of this study seriously. 
Despite the above limitations, this paper do provide some useful information 
for those who are interested in options, both academic researchers and practitioners. 
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APPENDIX 1 
EXPIRATION CYCLE TABLE FOR HSI OPTIONS 
January : January, February, March, June 
February : February, March, June, September 
March : March, April, June, September 
April : April, May, June, September 
May : May, June, September, December 
June : June, July, September, December 
July : July, August, September, December 
August : August, September, December, March 
September : September, October, December, March 
October ; October, November, December, March 
November : November, December, March, June 
December : December, January, March, June 
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APPENDIX 2A 
OPTIONS RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT'' 
BECAUSE OF THE VOLATILE NATURE OF THE STOCK AND COMMODITY MARKETS,THE PURCHASE AND 
WRITING OF OPTIONS INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. OPTION TRANSACTIONS SHOULD BE ENTERED 
INTO ONLY BY PERSONS WHO HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND WHO 
UNDERSTAND THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THEIR RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS AND THE RISKS INVOLVED 
IN OPTION TRANSACTIONS. 
* 
BOTH THE BUYER AND THE SELLER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE COMMODITY UNDERLYING 
THE CONTRACT AND WHETHER OR NOT THE UNDERLYING COMMODITY IS ACTUALLY TO BE DELIVERED 
OR RECEIVED, OR IF THE OPTION IS TO BE SETTLED BY A CASE PAYMENT. 
THE HOLDER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE THAT AN OPTION IS A WASTING ASSET AND THERE IS A 
POSSIBILITY THAT THE HOLDER MAY SUFFER THE LOSS OF THE TOTAL PREMIUM PAID FOR THE OPTION. 
THE WRITER OF AN OPTION SHOULD BE AWARE THAT ADDITIONAL MARGIN MAY BE REQUIRED IF THE 
POSITION MOVES AGAINST THE WRITER. AN OPTION WRITER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT, UNLIKE AN OPTION 
HOLDER, HE IS LIABLE FOR UNLIMITED LOSSES AND HIS GAINS ARE LIMITED TO THE OPTION PREMIUM. 
AN OPTION HOLDER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT IN ORDER TO REALIZE A PROFIT IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO 
EITHER EXERCISE THE OPTION OR OFFSET THE LONG OPTION POSITION IN THE MARKET THROUGH A 
CLOSING TRADE. UNDER SOME CIRCUMSTANCES IT MAY BE DIFFICULT TO TRADE THE OPTION DUE TO 
LACK OF LIQUIDITY IN THE MARKET. AN OPTION HOLDER SHOULD BE AWARE THAT SOME OPTIONS CAN 
ONLY BE EXERCISED ON THE EXPERY DAY (e.g. HSI OPTIONS) AND THAT OTHER OPTIONS MAY BE 
EXERCISED AT ANY TIME BEFORE EXPIRATION. 
THE HONG KONG FUTURES EXCHANGE REQUIRES THAT ALL CLIENTS RECEIVE THIS OPTIONS RISK 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND SIGN THE ATTACHED ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP. NO MEMBER OF THE 
FUTURES EXCHANGE CAN ACCEPT ORDERS FROM A CLIENT UNTIL THIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SLIP HAS 
BEEN RETURNED TO THEM. 
THE EXCHANGE DOES NOT INTEND FOR THIS STATEMENT TO ENDORSE OR PROMOTE THE TRADING OF 
OPTIONS. 
Name of Member Firm :-
Name of Client :-
I/We the undersigned acknowledge that I/We have read and understood the contents of the Options Risk Disclosure Statement. 
Signed Date 
'•^Source : Hong Kong Futures Exchange Ltd. 
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APPENDIX 2B 
OPTIONS INFORMATION STATEMENT^' 
Prior to entering into any transaction with a client, the broker should ensure that the client is aware 
of and understands the following terms :-
a) Contract information :-
* 
Strike Price; Expiry Day; Underlying Commodity; Option Type; Buy or Sell Order; 
Opening or Closing Trading; Current Quoted Price; and Order Type. 
b) Underlying commodity :-
method of delivery or settlement; contract size; calculation of settlement prices. 
c) Exercise procedures :-
American or European style exercise. 
d) Premium :-
calculation of contract value; settlement of premium. 
e) Margin :-
Approximate Client margin requirements; variation adjustment payments; collateral 
that may be lodged as margin; payment details. 
f) Transaction costs :-
Minimum commissions; Exchange and Clearing House fees; Exercise fees; and 
applicable levies. 
'•^Source : Hong Kong Futures Exchange Ltd. 
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APPENDIX 3 
SELECTED SECTIONS FROM THE REGULATIONS 
FOR TRADING STOCK INDEX OPTIONS 19 
OFFICIAL SETTLEMENT PRICE 
009 The Exchange shall announce the Official Settlement Price as soon as is practicable after it 
has been determined. 
010 The Official Settlement Price of a Stock Index shall be a number declared by the Clearing 
House and shall, subject to Regulation Oi l , be the level disseminated in respect of that Index 
as specified by the Board in the Contract Specifications. 
011 If, in the opinion of the Chief Executive, circumstances are developing or have developed 
which are capable of preventing calculation of the Official Settlement Price, or which may 
render an Official Settlement Price unrepresentative of the level of prices at which the shares 
comprising the Index are traded during the Expiry Day, then the Chief Executive, after such 
consultation with the Commission and the Executive Committee of the Board as the 
circumstances permit, may either on his own or in conjunction with the Clearing House take 
such steps as he deems appropriate to enable the Official Settlement Price to be determined 
including, but not limited to, the designation of the closing level of the Index as the Official 
Settlement Price. 
CASH SETTLEMENT ON EXERCISE 
012 The Holder of a Call Option shall have the following rights in respect of each Call Option 
held 
a) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Call Option is less than the 
Official Settlement Price the option shall be deemed to be exercised by the Holder. 
The Holder shall be entitled to receive the Final Settlement Value from the Clearing 
House which shall be equal to the difference between the Official Settlement Price 
and the Strike Price of the Call Option, multiplied by the Contract Multiplier; or 
b) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Call Option is greater than, 
or equal to, the Official Settlement Price, then the option shall be deemed to have 
expired worthless. 
013 The Writer of a Call Option shall have the following obligations in respect of each Call Option 
written :-
a) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Call Option is less than the 
Official Settlement Price, the Writer shall pay to the Clearing House the Final 
Settlement Value which shall be equal to the difference between the Official 
Settlement Price and the Strike Price of the Call Option, multiplied by the Contract 
Multiplier; or 
'•^Source : Hong Kong Futures Exchange Ltd. 
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b) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Call Option is greater than, 
or equal to, the Official Settlement Price, the Call Option shall be deemed to have 
expired worthless and the Writer shall have no further obligation in respect of that 
option. 
014 The Holder of a Put Option shall have the following rights in respect of each Put Option 
held:- ^ 
a) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Put Option is greater than the 
Official Settlement Price, the option shall be deemed to be exercised by the Holder. 
The Holder shall be entitled to receive the Final Settlement Value from the Clearing 
House which shall be equal to the difference between the Strike Price of the Put 
Option and the Official Settlement Price, multiplied by the Contract Multiplier; or 
b) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Put Option is less than, or 
equal to, the Official Settlement Price, then the option shall be deemed to have 
expired worthless. 
015 The Writer of a Put Option shall have the following obligations in respect of each Put Option 
written :- • 
a) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Put Option is greater than the 
Official Settlement Price, the Writer shall pay to the Clearing House the Final 
Settlement Value which shall be equal to the difference between the Strike Price of 
the Put Option and the Official Settlement Price, multiplied by the Contract 
Multiplier; or 
b) if, on the relevant Expiry Day, the Strike Price of the Put Option is less than, or 
equal to, the Official Settlement Price, the Put Option shall be deemed to have 
expired worthless and the Writer shall have no further obligation in respect of that 
option. 
016 The Final Settlement Value shall be determined in accordance with the calculations specified 
in Regulations 012 to 015 above and all margin payments and variation adjustments made to, 
received from or owed to, the Clearing House prior to and including Expiry Day, shall be set 
off against the amount owing to or by the HKCC Member. 
017 All rights of a Holder and obligations of a Writer of Stock Index Options shall be satisfied by 
cash settlement by or with the Clearing House on the Final Settlement day in accordance with 
the Clearing House Rules. 
COMMISSIONS AND LEVIES 
018 The rates of commission for Stock Index Options shall be negotiable between a Member and 
his client but shall not be less than the minimum rate of commission prescribed by the Board 
from time to time. 
019 Every Stock Index Option shall be subject to an Exchange fee which shall become immediately 
"payable to the Exchange upon registration of the Contract with the Clearing House. The 
Exchange fee shall be paid to the Exchange through the Clearing House and shall be set by 
the Board from time to time. 
020 All Levies required to be paid pursuant to the applicable Ordinances in consequence of trading 
in Stock Index Options shall be paid to the Exchange through the Clearing House in such 
manner as the Exchange shall, in consultation with the Commission, prescribe from time to 
time. 
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MARGIN AND VARIATION ADJUSTMENTS 
021 Clearing House margin, additional margin and variation adjustments shall be set, collected or 
distributed in respect of Stock Index Options in accordance with the Rules. 
PAYMENT OF OPTION PREMIUM AND CLIENT ACCOUNTS 
022 A Client may, subject to the Rules and these Regulations, open and maintain with a Member 
one of two types of account with respect to trading options. The two available account types 
are : 
a) a Client cash account in which a Client may carry only long option positions in 
respect of which the full cash value of the purchase price has been paid to the 
Member on the day of the trade; and 
b) at the discretion of the Member, a Client margin account in which a Client may carry 
both long and short option positions in respect of which the Client has paid the 
applicable margin in accordance with the Rules and Regulations. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, a Client margin account may be established only when the Member 
employs a margining system or methodology approved by the Exchange. 
Both types of accounts shall be opened and maintained in accordance with the Rules and 
Regulations. 
POSITION LIMITS 
028 The Chief Executive may impose position limits on Members and their Clients as provided 
and such position limits shall be specified in the Contract 
Specifications. 
LARGE OPEN POSITIONS 
029 The Board may specify Large Open Positions in the Contract Specifications as provided for 
in the Rules of the Exchange. 
SHORT OPTION POSITION RESTRICTIONS 
030 The Board reserves the right to prohibit or restrict Members from carrying short option 
positions in the Member's own accounts or in the accounts of their Clients. 
031 No Member shall open short option positions in a discretionary account unless the account 
holder has given written permission to the Member, a copy of which shall be made available 
to the Exchange upon request. 
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APPENDIX 4 
EXHIBITS OF OPTIONS TRADING STRATEGIES 
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S 二 r 二 二 8 a a r ^ r K o p r ^ ^ a ' S r " " " Exhibit lOa 
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APPENDIX 5A 
TESTING OF BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL ON WARDLEY HSI CALL 
WARRANTS 92 USING HISTORICAL VOLATILITY 
WITHOUT DIVIDENDS ADJUSTMENT 
Sigma = 0.236 ME = -8.41% 
Exercise Price = 3300 MAE 二 8.45% 
Dividend yield = 0.00% RME = 8.80% 
Date HSI WC92 • T (Year) R Vc PVE 
1/7 3738.85 0.80 1.405 0.0676 0.85 -6.6% 
2/7 3772.91 0.82 1.403 0.0663 0.88 -6.8% 
3/7 3796.57 0.83 1.400 0.0663 0.90 -7.9% 
4/7 3850.71 0.84 1.397 0.0642 0.93 -11.1% 
5/7 3892.71 0.89 1.395 0.0684 0.98 -10.3% 
8/7 3880.73 0.91 1.386 0.0680 0.97 -6.4% 
9/7 3904.19 0.92 1.384 0.0680 0.99 -7.4% 
10/7 3901.23 0.91 1.381 0.0664 0.98 -7.6% 
11/7 3892.12 0.90 1.378 0.0660 0.97 -7.7% 
12/7 3915.17 0.91 1.375 0.0672 0.99 -9.1% 
15/7 3945.12 0.94 1.367 0.0651 1.01 -7.4% 
16/7 3997.67 0.95 1.364 0.0661 1.06 -11.4% 
17/7 3962.46 0.92 1.362 0.0660 1.03 -11.6% 
18/7 3976.83 0.94 1.359 0.0673 1.04 -10.9% 
19/7 4009.35 0.96 1.356 0.0675 1.07 -11.6% 
22/7 3988.35 0.98 1.348 0.0671 1.05 -7.1% 
23/7 4009.82 0.97 1.345 0.0675 1.07 -10.2% 
24/7 4028.77 0.98 1.342 0.0673 1.08 -10.6% 
25/7 4012.62 0.99 1.340 0.0669 1.07 -7.9% 
26/7 4031.29 1.04 1.337 0.0670 1.08 -4.2% 
29/7 4016.29 1.01 1.329 0.0667 1.07 -5.7% 
30/7 3991.83 1.02 1.326 0.0655 1.04 -2.1% 
31/7 4009.58 1.00 1.323 0.0651 1.06 -5.5% 
1/8 4030.01 1.00 1.321 0.0644 1.07 -7.0% 
2/8 4059.40 1.02 1.318 0.0646 1.10 -7.5% 
5/8 4063.01 1.02 ‘ 1.310 0.0635 1.09 -7.2% 
6/8 4021.27 1.00 1.307 0.0640 1.06 -5.8% 
7/8 4061.31 1.00 1.304 0.0632 1.09 -9.0% 
8/8 4046.56 0.99 1.301 0.0629 1.08 -8.6% 
9/8 4024.01 0.98 1.299 0.0635 1.06 -7.8% 
12/8 4070.14 1.01 1.290 0.0627 1.09 -8.2% 
13/8 4052.70 1.00 1.288 0.0641 1.08 -8.1% 
14/8 4079.01 1.03 1.285 0.0642 1.10 -7.2% 
15/8 4073.34 1.01 1.282 0.0635 1.10 -8.6% 
16/8 4063.28 1.00 1.279 0.0640 1.09 -8.9% 
19/8 3722.75 0.82 1.271 0.0641 0.80 2.9% 
20/8 3848.44 0.80 1.268 0.0640 0.90 -12.4% 
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21/8 3863.68 0.81 1.266 0.0638 0.91 -12 5% 
22/8 4045.57 0.92 1.263 0.0638 1.07 -16 1% 
23/8 4021.02 0.94 1.260 0.0635 1.04 -11 2% 
27/8 3981.96 0.90 1.249 0.0645 1.01 _12 3% 
28/8 3968.14 0.91 1.247 0.0643 1 . 0 0 . 9 . 6 % 
29/8 3960.23 0.91 1.244 0.0639 0.99 -8.7% 
30/8 3998.26 0.92 1.241 0.0639 1.02 -11.0% 
2/9 4023.54 0.94 1.233 0.0640 1.04 -10.8% 
3/9 4025.07 0.94 1.230 0.0638 1.04 -10.9% 
4/9 4006.45 0.94 1.227 0.0641 1.03 -9.1% 
5/9 3990.16 0.94 1.225 0.0637 1.01 -7.4% 
6/9 3970.91 0.92 1.222 0.0635 0.99 -7.8% 
9/9 3940.54 0.90 1.214 0.0624 0.96 -6.7% 
10/9 3959.27 0.90 1.211 0.0624 0.98 -8.4% 
11/9 3966.93 0,91 1.208 0.0626 0.98 -7.9% 
12/9 3970.10 0.91 1.205 0.0625 0.98 -8.1% 
13/9 3974.12 0.91 . 1.203 0.0622 0.99 -8.3% 
16/9 3953.53 0.89 1.195 0.0625 0.97 -8.6% 
17/9 3938.71 0.89 1.192 0.0623 0.95 .7.0% 
18/9 3900.48 0.87 1.189 0.0586 0.91 4 .4% 
19/9 3863.68 0.86 1.186 0.0585 0.88 -1.9% 
20/9 3910.34 0.86 1.184 0.0584 0.91 -6.4% 
24/9 3904.19 0.85 1.173 0.0580 0.91 -6.6% 
25/9 3901.95 0.85 1.170 0.0573 0.90 -6.0% 
26/9 3927.98 0.85 1.167 0.0572 0.92 -8.6% 
27/9 3938.72 0.85 1.164 0.0554 0.93 -9.0% 
30/9 3956.69 0.88 1.156 0.0551 0.94 -6.7% 
1/10 4023.87 0.89 1.153 0.0497 0.98 -10.2% 
2/10 4062.07 0.91 1.151 0.0480 1.01 -10.9% 
3/10 4093.41 0.94 1.148 0.0495 1.04 -10.7% 
4/10 4067.69 0.93 1.145 0.0514 1.02 -9.9% 
7/10 4060.37 0.95 1.137 0.0494 1.01 -6.1% 
8/10 4066.85 0.93 1.134 0.0522 1.02 -9.9% 
9/10 4076.38 0.93 1.132 0.0525 1.03 -10.8% 
10/10 4056.22 0.94 1.129 0.0522 1.01 -7.6% 
11/10 4017.98 0.91 1.126 0.0546 0.98 -8.1% 
14/10 4022.21 0.92 1.118 0.0540 0.98 -6.9% 
15/10 4033.75 0.92 1.115 0.0581 1.01 -9.2% 
17/10 4018.43 0.90 1.110 0.0568 0.99 -9.6% 
18/10 4015.91 0.91 1.107 0.0600 0.99 -9.1% 
21/10 3998.74 0.89 1.099 0.0583 0.97 -9.1% 
22/10 3981.66 0.87 1.096 0.0608 0.96 -10.6% 
23/10 4021.38 0.90 1.093 0.0613 1.00 -10.9% 
24/10 3989.34 0.89 1.090 0.0610 0.97 -8.8% 
25/10 3971.90 0.87 1.088 0.0595 0.95 -9.0% 
28/10 3988.60 0.89 1.079 0.0613 0.97 -8.5% 
29/10 4000.05 0.89 1.077 0.0607 0.97 -9.4% 
30/10 4020.04 0.90 1.074 0.0546 0.97 -8.2% 
31/10 4038.74 0.91 1.071 0.0538 0.99 -8.5% 
1/11 4037.82 0.91 1.068 0.0536 0.99 -8.3% 
4/11 4083.04 0.93 1.060 0.0523 1.02 -9.7% 
5/11 4146.54 0.96 1.058 0.0521 1.08 -12.0% 
6/11 4173.57 1.00 1.055 0.0520 1.10 -9.9% 
7/11 4184.74 1.01 1.052 0.0506 1.10 -9.4% 
8/11 4236.64 1.01 1.049 0.0501 1.15 -13.8% 
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U / U 1.04 1.041 0.0491 1.14 -9.6% 
4253.02 1.05 1.038 0.0489 1.16 -10.4% 
13/11 4240.28 1.03 1.036 0.0487 1.15 -11.3% 
14/11 4211.32 1.03 1.033 0.0493 1.12 -8.8% 
15/U 4271.34 1.03 1.030 0.0485 1.17 -13.9% 
IS/U 4198.21 1.03 1.022 0.0482 1.10 _7.2% 
19/U 4261.23 1.05 1.019 0.0483 1.16 -10 6% 
20/11 4200.94 1.02 1.016 0.0489 1.11 -8.5% 
21/11 4234.57 1.03 1.014 0.0482 1.14 -10.2% 
二 11 ••243.07 1.03 1.011 0.0487 1.14 -11.0% 
2 5 M 4220.74 1.04 1.003 0.0481 1.12 -1.1% 
26/11 4202.10 1.03 1.000 0.0476 1.10 -6.9% 
27/11 4179.30 1.02 0.997 0.0477 1.08 -5.9% 
28/11 4145.61 0.97 0.995 0.0477 1.05 -8.1% 
29/11 4149.80 0.99 0.992 0.0482 1.05 -6.4% 
2/12 4094.42 0.93 0.984 0.0485 1.00 -7.8% 
3/12 4124.38 0.95 . 0.981 0.0500 1.03 -8.7% 
4/12 4161.59 0.99 0.978 0.0486 1.06 -7.3% 
5/12 4157.15 0.98 0.975 0.0475 1.05 -7.6% 
6/12 4190.04 0.99 0.973 0.0475 1.08 -9.5% 
9/12 4203.20 0.98 0.964 0.0464 1.09 -11.4% 
10/12 4128.32 0.99 0.962 0.0457 1.02 -3.1% 
11/12 4197.23 1.02 0.959 0.0462 1.08 -6.3% 
12/12 4096.00 0.96 0.956 0.0460 0.99 -3.3% 
13/12 4155.48 0.92 0.953 0.0463 1.05 -13.6% 
16/12 4171.66 0.99 0.945 0.0466 1.06 -7.0% 
17/12 4185.03 0.96 0.942 0.0472 1.07 -11.7% 
18/12 4177.67 1.00 0.940 0.0472 1.06 -6.5% 
19/12 4182.81 1.01 0.937 0.0462 1.07 -5.6% 
20/12 4142.61 0.99 0.934 0.0463 1.03 -4.0% 
23/12 4146.12 1.00 0.926 0.0426 1.02 -2.2% 
24/12 4192.76 1.02 0.923 0.0425 1.06 -4.2% 
27/12 4236.20 1.02 0.915 0.0427 1.10 -8.0% 
30/12 4275.20 1.05 0.907 0.0433 1.14 -8.4% 
31/12 4297.33 1.08 0.904 0.0430 1.16 -7.1% 
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APPENDIX 5B 
t e s t i n g OF BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL ON PEREGRINE HSI CALL 
WARRANTS 93 USING HISTORICAL VOLATILITY 
WITHOUT DIVIDENDS ADJUSTMENT 
Sigma = 0.26 ME 10.55% 
Exercise Price = 5827 MAE = 12.73% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 16.47% 
Date HSI PC93 • T (Year) R Vc PVE 
2/7 6073.74 0.91 0.997 3.13% 0.84 7.5% 
3/7 6061.85 0.85 0.995 2.86% 0.82 3.0% 
6/7 6024.77 0.85 0.986 2.77% 0.79 6.5% 
7/7 5911.92 0.85 0.984 2.77% 0.72 15.0% 
8/7 5981.91 0.81 0.981 2.66% 0.76 5.9% 
9/7 5925.52 0.77 0.978 2.75% 0.73 5.4% 
10/7 5981.36 0.77 0.975 2.77% 0.76 0.9% 
13/7 6085.85 0.85 0.967 2.82% 0.83 2.5% 
14/7 6097.19 0.81 0.964 2.76% 0.83 -2.9% 
15/7 6125.46 0.85 0.962 2.75% 0.85 -0.1% 
16/7 6162.53 0.85 0.959 2.71% 0.87 -2.7% 
17/7 6128.06 0.83 0.956 2.57% 0.84 -1.8% 
20/7 5986.49 0.81 0.948 2.46% 0.75 7.8% 
21/7 6010.44 0.8 0.945 2.52% 0.76 4.7% 
23/7 5917.16 0.75 0.940 2.53% 0.70 6.3% 
24/7 5772.76 0.72 0.937 2.76% 0.62 13.6% 
27/7 5664.39 0.69 0.929 2.75% 0.56 19.1% 
28/7 5782.63 0.69 0.926 2.73% 0.62 9.7% 
29/7 5857.29 0.71 0.923 2.67% 0.66 6.5% 
30/7 5829.83 0.7 0.921 2.72% 0.65 7.4% 
31/7 5881.13 0.7 0.918 2.71% 0.68 3.2% 
3/8 5910.73 0.72 0.910 2.73% 0.69 3.8% 
4/8 5859.78 0.72 0.907 2.79% 0.66 8.0% 
5/8 5841.24 0.7 0.904 2.81% 0.65 7.0% 
6/8 5865.27 0.71 0.901 2.65% 0.66 7.1% 
^ 7/8 5850.93 0.7 0.899 2.64% 0.65 7.1% 
10/8 5867.94 0.7 0.890 2.55% 0.65 6.5% 
11/8 5886.75 0.7 0.888 2.53% 0.66 5.1% 
12/8 5879.19 0.7 0.885 2.56% 0.66 5.8% 
13/8 5857.11 0.69 0.882 2.55% 0.65 6.5% 
14/8 5822.59 0.66 0.879 2.55% 0.62 5.5% 
17/8 5667.85 0.63 0.871 2.53% 0.53 15.4% 
18/8 5675.16 0.6 0.868 2.61% 0.54 10.3% 
19/8 5620.44 0.59 0.866 2.60% 0.51 14.0% 
20/8 5481.61 0.52 0.863 2.65% 0.44 15.9% 
21/8 5509.39 0.5 0.860 2.66% 0.45 10.0% 
24/8 5390.93 0.46 0.852 2.74% 0.39 14.7% 
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25/8 5291.49 0.41 0.849 2.78% 0.35 15 2% 
27/8 5460.72 0.43 0.844 2.67% 0.42 2 2% 
28/8 5628.60 0.47 0.841 2.65% 0.50 -7 1% 
1 � 5711.57 0.49 0.833 2.62% 0.54 -11.1% 
2/9 5734.45 0.55 0.830 2.64% 0.56 -1.2% 
3/9 5722.46 0.55 0.827 2.66% 0.55 0.2% 
4/9 5707.51 0.54 0.825 2.66% 0.54 0.1% 
7/9 5664.41 0.53 0.816 2.53% 0.51 3.7% 
8/9 5700.59 0.53 0.814 2.54% 0.53 0.2% 
9/9 5726.99 0.53 0.811 2.55% 0.54 -2.4% 
10/9 5631.55 0.53 0.808 2.57% 0.49 7.4% 
11/9 5537.29 0.53 0.805 2.62% 0.44 16.5% 
14/9 5607.15 0.53 0.797 2.68% 0.48 10.2% 
15/9 5653.84 0.54 0.795 2.72% 0.50 7.4% 
16/9 5633.10 0.54 0.792 2.74% 0.49 9.6% 
17/9 5637.90 0.53 0.789 2.78% 0.49 7.4% 
18/9 5689.32 0.54 . 0.786 2.64% 0.51 4.8% 
21/9 5741.53 0.56 0.778 2.70% 0.54 3.4% 
22/9 5740.18 0.56 0.775 2.70% 0.54 3.8% 
23/9 5712.64 0.56 0.773 2.74% 0.52 6.5% 
24/9 5658.73 0.55 0.770 2.76% 0.49 10.3% 
25/9 5686.16 0.55 0.767 2.70% 0.51 8.0% 
28/9 5597.20 0.53 0.759 2.68% 0.46 14.0% 
29/9 5581.92 0.53 0.756 2.69% 0.45 15.7% 
30/9 5505.44 0.5 0.753 2.56% 0.41 18.8% 
1/10 5528.84 0.49 0.751 2.52% 0.42 15.2% 
2/10 5595.44 0.49 0.748 2.50% 0.45 8.7% 
6/10 5553.12 0.48 0.737 2.63 % 0.42 11.7% 
7/10 5589.03 0.47 0.734 2.65% 0.44 6.1% 
8/10 5555.53 0.47 0.732 2.76% 0.43 9.5% 
9/10 5596.71 0.47 0.729 2.71% 0.44 5.6% 
12/10 5725.57 0.51 0.721 2.75% 0.51 0.2% 
13/10 5756.10 0.51 0.718 2.78% 0.53 -3.0% 
14/10 5806.77 0.51 0.715 2.85% 0.55 -8.7% 
15/10 5913.64 0.53 0.712 2.89% 0.62 -16.4% 
16/10 5985.33 0.57 0.710 2.95% 0.66 -16.1% 
19/10 6089.91 0.64 0.701 2.95% 0.73 -13.3% 
20/10 6088.51 0.64 0.699 3.26% 0.73 -14.1% 
21/10 6200.85 0.67 0.696 3.46% 0.81 -20.9% 
22/10 6329.12 0.82 0.693 3.50 % 0.90 -9.8% 
23/10 6262.54 0.83 0.690 3.44% 0.85 -2.4% 
26/10 6064.47 0.79 0.682 3.69% 0.72 9.3% 
27/10 6218.01 0.88 0.679 3.58% 0.82 ^ 7.2% 
28/10 6126.98 0.87 0.677 3.53% 0.75 13.6% 
29/10 6117.50 0.87 0.674 3.32% 0.74 15.0% 
30/10 6190.69 0.87 0.671 3.32% 0.79 9.4% 
2/11 6231.17 0.89 0.663 3.45% 0.82 8.4% 
3/11 6197.44 0.88 0.660 3.43% 0.79 10.2% 
4/11 6325.37 0.92 0.658 3.35% 0.88 4.6% 
5/11 6347.77 0.93 0.655 3.31% 0.89 4.1% 
6/11 6315.01 0.95 0.652 3.33% 0.87 8.7% 
9/11 6267.91 0.93 0.644 3.45% 0.83 10.5% 
10/11 6273.08 0.9 0.641 3.60% 0.84 6.9% 
11/11 6422.03 0.95 0.638 3.56% 0.95 0.5% 
12/11 6447.11 0.96 0.636 3.50% 0.96 -0.2% 
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13/11 6366.56 0.96 0.633 3.44% 0.90 6.4% 
16/11 6294.83 0.94 0.625 3.64% 0.85 9.9% 
17/11 6088.52 0.83 0.622 3.71% 0.70 15.2% 
18/11 5848.33 0.76 0.619 3.73% 0.55 27.4% 
20/11 5878.18 0.74 0.614 3.80% 0.57 23.2% 
23/11 5894.97 0.72 0.605 3.84% 0.57 20.2% 
24/11 5972.52 0.76 0.603 3.82% 0.62 18.3% 
25/11 5918.54 0.75 0.600 3.86% 0.59 21.7% 
26/11 5913.18 0.74 0.597 3.85% 0.58 21.3% 
27/11 5986.87 0.74 0.595 3.92% 0.63 15.1% 
30/11 5810.63 0.68 0.586 4.06% 0.52 23.1% 
1/12 5501.71 0.54 0.584 4.63% 0.36 32.9% 
4/12 5268.10 0.41 0.575 4.55% 0.26 37.5% 
7/12 5197.75 0.37 0.567 4.52% 0.23 38.9% 
8/12 5202.3 6 0.3 6 0.564 4.43 % 0.23 37.3% 
9/12 5339.25 0.39 0.562 3.98% 0.27 30.1% 
10/12 5273.79 0.39 . 0.559 3.98% 0.25 37.0% 
11/12 5253.18 0.39 0.556 4.07% 0.24 39.1% 
14/12 5267.73 0.39 0.548 4.10% 0.24 38.5% 
15/12 5315.81 0.39 0.545 4.12% 0.26 34.0% 
16/12 5415.96 0.4 0.542 4.08% 0.30 25.7% 
17/12 5329.46 0.4 0.540 4.10% 0.26 34.9% 
18/12 5192.66 0.35 0.537 4.10% 0.21 40.5% 
21/12 5242.48 0.35 0.529 4.10% 0.22 36.5% 
22/12 5297.74 0.36 0.526 4.14% 0.24 32.7% 
23/12 5317.99 0.37 0.523 4.10% 0.25 32.8% 
24/12 5442.01 0.39 0.521 4.13% 0.30 23.3% 
28/12 5561.65 0.39 0.510 4.14% 0.35 10.6% 
29/12 5444.13 0.4 0.507 4.15% 0.29 26.6% 
30/12 5467.89 0.39 0.504 4.12% 0 . 3 0 22.5% 
31/12 5512.39 0.4 0.501 4.04% 0.32 19.9% 
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APPENDIX 6A 
TESTING OF THE BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL USING HISTORICAL 
VOLATILITY WITHOUT DIVIDENDS ADJUSTMENT 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 0.5% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 9.1% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 11.3% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 578 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 596 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 578 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 489 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 339 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 145 0.1205 2.95% 160 -10.5% 0.245 
16/3 5980.04 190 0.1178 2.99% 217 -14.2% 0.235 
17/3 5958.33 270 0.1151 2.97% 203 24.8% 0.345 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 250 2.1% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 255 0.1096 2.86% 269 -5.3% 0.245 
22/3 6060.04 215 0.1041 2.91% 246 -14.6% 0.225 
23/3 6117.95 260 0.1014 2.93 % 278 -7.0% 0.235 
24/3 6212.19 350 0.0986 2.83% 337 3.8% 0.285 
25/3 6246.97 375 0.0959 2.85% 358 4.4% 0.285 
26/3 6341.25 470 0.0932 2.78% 426 9.4% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 470 0.0877 2.84% 406 13.5% 0.365 
30/3 6406.49 470 0.0849 2.86% 471 -0.1% 0.265 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 454 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
= ME = .3.0% 
Exercise Price = MOO MAE = 8.7% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% r m e = 11.3% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
S/3 0482.10 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 502 N/A N/A 
9,3 0508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 520 N/A N/A 
10 3 04SS.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 502 N/A N/A 
11/3 0378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 419 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 281 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 120 0.1205 2.95% 125 -3.8% 0.255 
16,3 5980.04 135 0.1178 2.99% 172 -27.8% 0.215 
n / S 5958.33 155 0.1151 2.97% 160 -3.4% 0.255 
lS/3 6051.26 205 0.1123 2.83% 200 2.4% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 N/A . 0.1096 2.86% 216 N/A N/A 
二二 3 6060.04 175 0.1041 2.91% 196 -12.0% 0.235 
二 3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 223 -6.3% 0.245 
: 4 / 3 6212.19 290 0.0986 2.83% 275 5.3% 0.285 
25/3 6246.97 315 0.0959 2.85% 294 6.8% 0.295 
26/3 6341.25 N/A 0.0932 2.78% 354 N/A N/A 
二9/3 6322.90 395 0.0877 2.84% 336 15.1% 0.355 
30/3 6406.49 400 0.0849 2.86 % 394 1.5% 0.275 
31/3 6388.86 340 0.0822 2.90% 378 -11.1% 0.195 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 2.2% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 9.9% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 11.9% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 440 0.1397 2.93% 433 1.7% 0.275 
9/3 6508.00 460 0,1370 2.91% 449 2.5% 0.275 
10/3 6488.46 450 0.1342 2.84% 432 4.1% 0.285 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 354 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 200 0.1288 2.85% 230 -15.1% 0.235 
15/3 5854.61 105 0,1205 2.95% 95 9.3% 0.275 
16/3 5980.04 120 0.1178 2.99% 135 -12.5% 0.245 
17/3 5958.33 )65 0.1151 2.97% 124 24.6% 0.315 
18/3 6051.26 168 0.1123 2.83% 158 6.1% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 143 0.1096 2： 8 6 % 171 -19.7% 0.225 
22/3 6060.04 丨 40 0.1041 2.91% 153 -9.4% 0.245 
23/3 61)7 .95 168 0.1014 2.93% 176 -4.9% 0.255 
24/3 6212.19 235 ( i . ( m 6 2.83% 220 6.2% 0.285 
25/3 6246,97 265 O.WW 2.85% 236 10.8% 0.305 
26/3 6341.25 330 0 0932 2,7K% 290 12.2% 0.315 
29/3 6322/XJ 330 0,0H77 2M% 272 17.5% 0.345 
30/3 fA()6A9 330 O.OM') 2M% 324 1.8% 0.275 
31/3 m'6M N/A O . O m 2.')()% 309 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Siguia = 0.264 ME = -3.7% 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 1 3 . 3 % 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 21.9% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 365 0.1397 2.93% 369 -1.1 % 0.265 
9/3 6508.00 385 0.1370 2.91% 383 0.5% 0.265 
10/3 6488.46 380 0.1342 2.84% 367 3 . 4 % 0.275 
11/3 6378.40 315 0.1315 2.97% 297 5.9 0.285 
12/3 6170.40 155 0.1288 2.85% 186 -20.0% 0.225 
15/3 5854.61 100 0.1205 2.95% 72 28.3% 0.305 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 104 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 55 0.1151 2.97% 95 -72.7% 0.205 
18/3 6051.26 133 0.1123 2.83% 122 8.0% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 118 • 0.1096 2.86% 133 -13.0% 0.245 
22/3 6060.04 110 0.1041 2.91% 118 -7.0% 0.255 
23/3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 137 -2.7% 0.255 
24/3 6212.19 183 0.0986 2.83% 174 5.1% 0.275 
25/3 6246.97 200 0.0959 2.85% 187 6.4% 0.285 
26/3 6341.25 270 0.0932 2.78% 233 13.6% 0.315 
29/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 217 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 262 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 220 0.0822 2.90% 248 -12.7% 0.225 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 37.91% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 37.91% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 38.42% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
S/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 70.9 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 64.5 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 66.6 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 87.4 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 146.3 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 284.3 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 340 0.1178 2.99% 215.8 36.5% 0.415 
17/3 5958.33 410 0.1151 2.97% 224.3 45.3% 0.495 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 179.3 29.7% 0.355 
19/3 6088.34 270 0.1096 2.86% 161.4 40.2% 0.405 
22/3 6060.04 275 0.1041 2.91% 168.1 38.9% 0.405 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 142.4 32.2% 0.355 
24/3 6212.19 148 0.0986 2.83% 107.8 27.2% 0.325 
25/3 6246.97 150 0.0959 2.85% 95.0 36.7% 0.345 
26/3 6341.25 118 0.0932 2.78% 68.9 41.6% 0.345 
29/3 6322.90 113 0.0877 2.84% 68.6 39.3% 0.335 
30/3 6406.49 98 0.0849 2.86% 49.5 49.5% 0.355 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 50.6 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Si 牌 a = 0.264 ME = 28.18% 
Exercise Price = 6100 MAE = 28.18% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 29.29% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 95.3 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 87.5 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 90.3 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 116.5 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 188.3 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 348.3 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 271.0 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 N/A 0.1151 2.97% 281.1 N/A N/A 
18/3 6051.26 310 0.1123 2.83% 229.4 26.0% 0.365 
19/3 6088.34 325 ‘ 0.1096 2.86% 208.7 35.8% 0.405 
22/3 6060.04 335 0.1041 2.91% 217.5 35.1% 0.415 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 187.3 10.8% 0.295 
24/3 6212.19 188 0.0986 2.83% 145.5 22.6% 0.325 
25/3 6246.97 180 0.0959 2.85% 130.0 27.8% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 143 0.0932 2.78% 97.1 32.1% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 97.5 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 72.5 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 115 0.0822 2.90% 74.4 35.3% 0.335 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 18.55% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 23.35% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 25.46% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 137 0.1397 2.93% 125.2 8.6% 0.275 
9/3 6508.00 133 0.1370 2.91% 115.9 12.9% 0.285 
10/3 6488.46 135 0.1342 2.84% 119.6 11.4% 0.285 
11/3 6378.40 151 0.1315 2.97% 151.8 -0.6% 0.265 
12/3 6170.40 320 0.1288 2.85% 237.1 25.9% 0.355 
15/3 5854.61 505 0.1205 2.95% 418.6 17.1% 0.385 
16/3 5980.04 475 0.1178 2.99% 333.1 29.9% 0.445 
17/3 5958.33 550 0.1151 2.97% 344.9 37.3% 0.525 
18/3 6051.26 370 0.1123 2.83% 286.8 22.5% 0.365 
19/3 6088.34 390 0.1096 2.86% 263.4 32:5% 0.425 
22/3 6060.04 380 0.1041 2.91% 274.4 27.8% 0.405 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 239.9 -42.8% 0.175 
24/3 6212.19 240 0.0986 2.83% 190.8 20.5% 0.325 
25/3 6246.97 230 0.0959 2.85% 172.6 25.0% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 178 0.0932 2.78% 132.6 25.5% 0.325 
29/3 6322.90 168 0.0877 2.84% 133.8 20.3% 0.315 
30/3 6406.49 153 0.0849 2.86% 102.5 33.0% 0.335 
31/3 6388.86 140 0.0822 2.90% 105.4 24.7% 0.315 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sisma = , 0.264 ME = 10.66% 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 25.75% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% R M E = 36.92% 
DATE HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 180 0.1397 2.93% 161.0 10.6% 0.285 
9/3 6508.00 160 0.1370 2.91% 150.0 6.3% 0.275 
10/3 6488.46 172 0.1342 2.84% 154.7 10.0% 0.285 
11/3 6378.40 188 0.1315 2.97% 193.6 -3.0% 0.255 
12/3 6170.40 385 0.1288 2.85% 292.6 24.0% 0.365 
15/3 5854.61 600 0.1205 2.95% 494.7 17.5% 0.415 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 401.8 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 710 0.1151 2.97% 415.1 41.5% 0.645 
18/3 6051.26 435 0.1123 2.83% 351.1 19.3% 0.375 
19/3 6088.34 460 . 0.1096 2.86% 325.3 29.3% 0.435 
22/3 6060.04 475 0.1041 2.91% 338.6 28.7% - 0.445 
23/3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 299.9 -125.5% 0.005 
24/3 6212.19 295 0.0986 2.83% 243.9 17.3% 0.335 
25/3 6246.97 280 0.0959 2.85% 223.0 20.4% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 215 0.0932 2.78% 175.7 18.3% 0.315 
29/3 6322.90 215 0.0877 2.84% 178.1 17.1% 0.315 
30/3 6406.49 193 0.0849 2.86% 140.1 27.4% 0.335 
31/3 6388.86 180 0.0822 2.90% 144.1 19.9% 0.315 
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APPENDIX 6B 
TESTING OF BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL USING HISTORICAL 
VOLATILITY WITH DIVIDENDS ADJUSTMENT 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 5.6% 
Exercise Price = 6000 . MAE = 9.0% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 11.8% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 551 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 570 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 552 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 466 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 320 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 145 0.1205 2.95% 149 -3.0% 0.255 
16/3 5980.04 190 0.1178 2.99% 204 -7.2% 0.245 
17/3 5958.33 270 0.1151 2.97% 191 29.4% 0.365 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 236 7.6% 0.285 
19/3 6088.34 255 0.1096 2.86% 254 0.4% 0.265 
22/3 6060.04 215 0.1041 2.91% 233 -8.4% 0.245 
23/3 6117.95 260 0.1014 2.93% 264 -1.6% 0.255 
24/3 6212.19 350 0.0986 2.83% 321 8.2% 0.305 
25/3 6246.97 375 0.0959 2.85% 343 8.6% 0.315 
26/3 6341.25 470 0.0932 2.78% 409 13.0% 0.365 
29/3 6322.90 470 0.0877 2.84% 59i 16.8% 0.395 
30/3 6406.49 470 0.0849 2.86% 454 3.4% 0.295 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 438 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Si 肿 a = 0.264 ME = 2.6% 
Exercise Price = 6100 MAE = 8.5% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 10.2% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 477 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 495 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 478 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 397 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 264 N/A N/A 
5854.61 120 0.1205 2.95% 115 3.8% 0.275 
16/3 5980.04 135 0.1178 2.99% 161 -19.4% 0.235 
17/3 5958.33 155 0.1151 2.97% 150 3.5% 0.275 
18/3 6051.26 205 0.1123 2.83% 188 8.4% 0.285 
19/3 6088.34 N/A .0.1096 2.86% 204 N/A N/A 
22/3 6060.04 175 0.1041 2.91% 185 -5.5% 0.255 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 211 -0.5% 0.265 
24/3 6212.19 290 0.0986 2.83 % 261 10.0% 0.305 
25/3 6246.97 315 0.0959 2.85% 280 11.2% 0.315 
26/3 6341.25 N/A 0.0932 2.78% 339 N/A N/A 
29/3 6322.90 395 0.0877 2.84% 321 18.6% 0.375 
30/3 6406.49 400 0.0849 2.86% 379 5.3% 0.295 
31/3 6388.86 340 0.0822 2.90% 363 -6.9% 0.225 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 7.9% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 11.3% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 13.4% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 440 0.1397 2.93% 409 6.9% 0.295 
9/3 6508.00 460 0.1370 2.91% 425 7.6% 0.305 
10/3 6488.46 450 0.1342 2.84% 409 9.1% 0.315 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 335 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 200 0.1288 2.85% 215 -7.7% 0.245 
15/3 5854.61 105 0.1205 2.95% 88 16.4% 0.285 
16/3 5980.04 120 0.1178 2.99% 125 -4.5% 0.255 
17/3 5958.33 165 0.1151 2.97% 116 30.0% 0.335 
18/3 6051.26 168 0.1123 2.83% 147 12.3% 0.295 
19/3 6088:34 143 0:1096 2.86% 160 -12.1% 0.245 
22/3 6060.04 140 0.1041 2.91% 144 -2.5% 0.255 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 166 1.4% 0.265 
24/3 6212.19 235 0.0986 2.83% 208 11.3% 0.295 
25/3 6246.97 265 0.0959 2.85% 224 15.4% 0.315 
26/3 6341.25 330 0.0932 2.78% 276 16.3% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 330 0.0877 2.84% 260 21.4% 0.365 
30/3 6406.49 330 0.0849 2.86% 310 5.9% 0.295 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 296 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
‘ 义 ™ = 0.2 似 ME = 2.9% 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 14.0% 
D i v i d e d Yield = 3.69% RME = 20.0% 
D �彻 HSI Closuig Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
365 0.1397 2.93% 348 4.8% 0 285 
3S5 0.1370 2.91% 362 6.1% 0.295 
10 3 6488.46 380 0.1342 2.84% 347 8.8% 0.305 
O37S.40 315 0.1315 2.97% 279 11.5% 0.305 
1 2 3 6170.40 155 0.1288 2.85% 173 -11.8% 0.245 
15:3 5854.61 100 0.1205 2.95% 66 34.3% 0.315 
16 3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 96 N/A N/A 
17 3 5958.33 55 0.1151 2.97% 88 -59.5% 0.215 
lS/3 6051.26 133 0.1123 2.83% 114 14.5% 0.295 
19/3 6088.34 118 . 0.1096 2.86% 124 o . 3 % 0.255 
二.3 6060.04 110 0.1041 2.91% 110 0.3% 0.265 
二,3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 128 3.9% 0.275 
二4/3 6212.19 183 0.0986 2.83% 163 10.7% 0.285 
二5/3 6246.97 200 0.0959 2.85% 177 11.7% 0.295 
二6/3 6341.25 270 0.0932 2.78% 221 18.1% 0.325 
二 9/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 206 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 250 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 220 0.0822 2.90% 237 -7.5% 0.245 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.264 ME = 33.89% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 33.89% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 34.52% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Tear) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 77.5 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 70.6 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 72.8 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 94.8 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 156.9 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 299.4 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 340 0.1178 2.99% 228.6 32.8% 0.405 
17/3 5958.33 410 0.1151 2.97% 237.1 42.2 % 0.475 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 190.3 25.4% 0.345 
19/3 6088.34 270 0.1096 2.86% 171.5 36.5% 0.385 
22/3 6060.04 275 0.1041 2.91% 178.2 35.2% 0.395 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 151.3 28.0% 0.345 
24/3 6212.19 148 0.0986 2.83% 115.0 22.3% 0.315 
25/3 6246.97 150 0.0959 2.85% 101.5 32.4% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 1)8 0.0932 2.78% 73.9 37.4% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 113 0.0877 2.84% 73.4 35.0% 0.325 
30/3 6406.49 98 0.0849 2.86% 53.2 45.8% 0.345 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 54.3 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
、如 a = ( " W ME = 23.88% 
Evenri.e Prke = MOO MAE = 23.88% 
Dividend Yield = RME = 25.30% 
HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
P rke O'ear) Rate Price Volatility 
�< -; cv•；S:.i� N A 0.13Q7 2.93% 103.6 N/A N/A 
C.50S.OO N A 0.1370 2.91% 95.2 N/A N/A 
-丄” N A 0.1342 2.84% 98.1 N/A N/A 
cC’-S.40 N A 0.1315 2.97% 125.8 N/A N/A 
c � 0 . 4 0 N A 0.12S8 2.85% 200.8 N/A N/A 
: - � ' 5S5>;.cl N A 0.1205 2.95% 365.2 N/A N/A 
59S0.04 N A 0.117S 2.99% 285.6 N/A N/A 
厂 3 5958.33 N/A 0.1151 2.97% 295.7 N/A N/A 
: S 3 二 6 310 0.1123 2.83% 242.2 21.9% 0.345 
oOSS.3"i 325 . 0.1096 2.86% 220.7 32.1% 0.395 
二 5 6060-04 335 0.1041 2.91% 229.3 31.6% 0.405 
二 3 611".95 210 0.1014 2.93% 197.9 5.8% 0.285 
3 6212.19 ISS 0.0986 2.83% 154.3 17.9% 0.305 
25 3 62 丄 6 .97 ISO 0.0959 2.85% 138.1 23.3% 0.325 
二 6 2 63-1.25 143 0.0932 2.78% 103.6 27.5% 0.325 
- 9 3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 103.7 N/A N/A 
30 3 6406.-19 N7A 0.0849 2.86% 77.5 N/A N/A 
5： 3 658S.S6 115 0.0822 2.90% 79.3 31.0% 0.325 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sisma = 0 J 6 4 ME = 13.64% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 20.07% 
Dividend Yidd = 3.69% RME = 23.06% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price ('Year) Rate Price Volatility 
？ 3 6^82.16 137 0.1397 2.93% 135.3 1.2% 0.265 
5 5 6508.00 133 0.1370 2.91 % 125.3 5.8% 0.275 
：0.3 6^88.46 135 0.1342 2.84% 129.1 4.4% 0.275 
:1；3 6378.40 151 0.1315 2.97% 162.9 -7.9% 0.255 
:2 .3 6170.40 320 0.1288 2.85% 251.6 21.4% 0.345 
:5 3 5854.61 505 0.1205 2.95% 437.2 13.4% 0.355 
16/3 5980.04 475 0.1178 2.99% 349.5 26.4% 0.425 
17/3 5958.33 550 0.1151 2.97% 361.3 34.3% 0.505 
n i 3 6051.26 370 0.1123 2.83% 301.4 18.5% 0.355 
19/3 f / m . 2 A 390 0.1096 2： 86% 277.2 28.9% 0.405 
22/3 6060.04 380 0.1041 2.91% 288.0 24.2% 0.385 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 252.2 -50.1% 0.155 
24/3 6212.19 240 0.0986 2.83% 201.4 16.1% 0.315 
25/3 6246.97 230 0.0959 2.85% 182.4 20.7% 0.325 
26/3 634 J.25 m 0.0932 2.78% 140.7 21.0% 0.315 
29/3 6322//) 168 0.0877 2.84% 141.6 15.7% 0.305 
30/3 6406,49 丨53 0,0H49 2.86% 108.9 28.8% ()..V2f； 
31/3 f ^ v a y . h 14() 0,0822 2.90% I 1 i .7 2().2% (LIO.S 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
、 如 = 0.264 ME = 5.71% 
Exercise Price : o300 MAE = 22.93% 
Divideud Yield = 3.09% RME = 37.48% 
D•崎te HSI Clostng Time T Risk-tree Estimated PVE implied 
Price iYear) Rate Price Volatility 
奶 CV4S2.10 ISO 0.1397 2.93% 173.0 3.9% 0.275 
〜、； O50S.00 100 0.1370 2.91% 161.4 -0.8% 0.265 
10/3 04SS.40 172 0.1342 2.84% 166.2 3.4% 0.275 
H 0 ： ! 7 8 . 4 0 188 0.1315 2.97% 266.6 -9.9% 0.245 
1 2 , 0 1 7 0 . 4 0 3 85 0.1288 2.85% 309.0 19.7% 0.355 
15/3 5854.01 600 0.1205 2.95% 514.7 14.2% 0.395 
16,3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2,99% 419.8 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 710 0.1151 2.97% 433.1 39.0% 0.625 
lS/3 6051.26 435 0.1123 2.83% 367.5 15.5% 0.355 
19/3 6088.34 460 . 0.1096 2.86% 340.8 25.9% 0.415 
二/3 6060.04 475 0.1041 2.91% 353.8 25.5% 0.425 
二 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 314.0 -136.1% 0.005 
24/3 6212.19 295 0.0986 2.83% 256.2 13.1% 0.315 
25/3 6246.97 280 0.0959 2.85% 234.5 16.3% 0.325 
二6/3 6341.25 215 0.0932 2.78% 185.4 13.8% 0.305 
29/3 6322.90 215 0.0877 2.84% 187.6 12.8% 0.305 
30/3 6406.49 193 0.0849 2.86% 148.1 23.3% 0.325 
31/3 6388.86 ISO 0.0822 2.90% 152.0 15.6% 0.305 
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APPENDIX 6C 
TESTING OF BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL USING IMPLIED 
VOLATILITY WITHOUT DIVIDENDS ADJUSTMENT 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.245 ME = 5.8% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 8.3% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% ' RME = 11.6% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 565 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 585 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 566 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 476 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 323 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 145 0.1205 2.95% 145 0.2% 0.245 
16/3 5980.04 190 0.1178 2.99% 201 -5.8% 0.235 
17/3 5958.33 270 0.1151 2.97% 187 30.6% 0.345 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 234 8.2% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 255 0.1096 2.86% 253 0.6% 0.245 
22/3 6060.04 215 0.1041 2.91% 231 -1.1% 0.225 
23/3 6117.95 260 0.1014 2.93% 264 -1.5% 0.235 
24/3 6212.19 350 0.0986 2.83% 323 7.6% 0.285 
25/3 6246.97 375 0.0959 2.85% 346 7.8% 0.285 
26/3 6341.25 470 0.0932 2.78 % 415 11.8% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 470 0.0877 2.84% 396 15.8% 0.365 
30/3 6406.49 470 0.0849 2.86% 461 1-8% 0-265 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 445 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sisnia = 0.255 ME = 0.3% 
Exercise Price = 6100 MAE = 8.0% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 10.1% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 495 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 513 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 495 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 412 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 273 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 120 0.1205 2.95% 117 2.2% 0.255 
16/3 5980.04 135 0.1178 2.99% 165 -22.1% 0.215 
17/3 5958.33 155 0.1151 2.97% 153 1.4% 0.255 
18/3 6051.26 205 0.1123 2.83% 192 6.1% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 N/A ,0.1096 2.86% 209 N/A N/A 
22/3 6060.04 175 0.1041 2.91% 189 -7.8% 0.235 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93 % 216 -2.9% 0.245 
24/3 6212.19 290 0.0986 2.83% 268 7.7% 0.285 
25/3 6246.97 315 0.0959 2.85% 287 8.9% 0.295 
26/3 6341.25 N/A 0.0932 2.78% 348 N/A N/A 
29/3 6322.90 395 0.0877 2.84% 329 16.6% 0.355 
30/3 6406.49 400 0.0849 2.86% 388 2.9% 0.275 
31/3 6388.86 340 0.0822 2.90% 372 -9.5% 0.195 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.275 ME = -1.8% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 9>5% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 12.6% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 440 0.1397 2.93% 442 -0.4% 0.275 
9/3 6508.00 460 0.1370 2.91% 457 0.6% 0.275 
10/3 6488.46 450 0.1342 2.84% 440 2.2% 0.285 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 346 • N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 200 0.1288 2.85% 240 -19.8% 0.235 
15/3 5854.61 105 0.1205 2.95% 103 2.2% 0.275 
16/3 5980.04 120 0.1178 2.99% 143 -19.4% 0.245 
17/3 5958.33 165 0.1151 2.97% 132 19.8% 0.315 
18/3 6051.26 168 0.1123 2.83% 166 1.1% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 143 0.1096 2.86% 180 -25.6% 0.225 
22/3 6060.04 140 0.1041 2.91% 161 -15.3% 0.245 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 184 -9.8% 0.255 
24/3 6212.19 235 0.0986 2.83% 229 2.8% 0.285 
25/3 6246.97 265 0.0959 2.85% 245 1.1% 0.305 
26/3 6341.25 330 0.0932 2.78% 298 9.8% 0.315 
29/3 6322.90 330 0.0877 2.84% 280 15.2% 0.345 
30/3 6406.49 330 0.0849 2.86% 331 -0.3% 0.275 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 316 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.265 ME = ^ . 2 % 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 1 3 . 4 % 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% R M E = 22.1% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 365 0.1397 2.93% 369 -1.2% , 0.265 
9/3 6508.00 385 0.1370 2.91% 384 0.4% 0.265 
10/3 6488.46 380 0.1342 2.84% 368 3.2% 0.275 
11/3 6378.40 315 0.1315 2.97% 297 5.6% 0.285 
12/3 6170.40 155 0.1288 2.85% 187 -20.4% 0.225 
15/3 5854.61 100 0.1205 2.95% 72 27.9% 0.305 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 104 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 55 0.1151 2.97% 95 -73.4% 0.205 
18/3 6051.26 133 0.1123 2.83% 123 7.7% 0.275 
19/3 6088.34 118 • 0.1096 2.86% 134 -13.4% 0.245 
22/3 6060.04 110 0.1041 2.91% 118 -7.4% 0.255 
23/3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 137 -3.0% 0.255 
24/3 6212.19 183 0.0986 2.83% 174 4.8% 0.275 
25/3 6246.97 200 0.0959 2.85% 188 6.2% 0.285 
26/3 6341.25 270 0.0932 2.78% 234 13.4% 0.315 
29/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 217 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 262 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 220 0.0822 2.90% 248 -12.9% 0.225 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.415 ME = -20.74% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 23.65% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 28.61% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 183.4 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 173.4 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 175.7 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 203.7 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 272.5 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 405.4 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 340 0.1178 2.99% 338.9 0.3% 0.415 
17/3 5958.33 410 0.1151 2.97% 345.7 15.7% 0.495 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 299.6 -17.5% 0.355 
19/3 6088.34 270 0.1096 2.86% 279.7 -3.6% 0.405 ‘ 
22/3 6060.04 275 0.1041 2.91% 283.8 -3.2% 0.405 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 255.4 -21.6% 0.355 
24/3 6212.19 148 0.0986 2.83% 215.4 -45.5% 0.325 
25/3 6246.97 150 0.0959 2.85% 199.0 -32.7% 0.345 
26/3 6341.25 118 0.0932 2.78% 164.7 -39.6% 0.345 
29/3 6322.90 113 0.0877 2.84% 162.1 -43.5% 0.335 
30/3 6406.49 98 0.0849 2.86% 134.2 -36.9% 0.355 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 134.8 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
、他则 = 0.365 ME = -8.65% 
Exercise Price = 6100 MAE = 14.31% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% R M E = 15.92% 
Date HSI Closing T i m e T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 175.7 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 165.5 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 168.5 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 199.3 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 275.5 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 426.4 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 353.0 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 N/A 0.1151 2.97% 361.4 N/A N/A 
18/3 6051.26 310 0.1123 2.83% 310.8 -0.3% 0.365 
19/3 6088.34 325 . 0.1096 2.86% 289.4 10.9% 0.405 
22/3 6060.04 335 0.1041 2.91% 295.9 11.7% 0.415 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 265.0 -26.2% 0.295 
24/3 6212.19 188 0.0986 2.83% 221.1 -17.6% 0.325 
25/3 6246.97 180 0.0959 2.85% 203.7 -13.1% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 143 0.0932 2.78% 166.2 -16.3% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 165.0 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 134.6 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 115 0.0822 2.90% 136.2 -18.4% 0.335 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.275 ME = 14.53% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 20.58% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME 二 23.41% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 137 0.1397 2.93% 134.1 2.1% 0.275 
9/3 6508.00 133 0.1370 2.91% 124.5 6.4% 0.285 
10/3 6488.46 135 0.1342 2.84% 128.2 5.0% 0.285 
11/3 6378.40 151 0.1315 2.97% 161.3 -6.8% 0.265 
12/3 6170.40 320 0.1288 2.85% 246.4 23.0% 0.355 
15/3 5854.61 505 0.1205 2.95% 426.1 15.6% 0.385 
16/3 5980.04 475 0.1178 2.99% 341.4 28.1% 0.445 
17/3 5958.33 550 0.1151 2.97% 352.9 35.8% 0.525 
18/3 6051.26 370 0.1123 2.83% 295.2 20.2% 0.365 
19/3 6088.34 390 0.1096 2.86% 271.9 30.3% 0.425 
22/3 6060.04 380 0.1041 2.91% 282.6 25.6% 0.405 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 248.1 -47.7% 0.175 
24/3 6212.19 240 0,0986 2.83% 199.1 17.1% 0.325 
25/3 6246.97 230 0.0959 2.85% 180.7 21.4% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 178 0.0932 2.78% 140.3 21.2% 0.325 
29/3 6322.90 168 0.0877 2.84% 141.4 15.8% 0.315 
30/3 6406.49 153 0.0849 2.86% 109.6 28.4% 0.335 
31/3 6388.86 140 0.0822 2.90% 112.3 19.8% 0.315 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Si 狎 a = 0,285 ME = 3.81% 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 22.15% 
Dividend Yield = 0.00% RME = 37.46% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 180 0.1397 2.93% 179.6 0.2% 0.285 
9/3 6508.00 160 0.1370 2.91% 168.2 -5.1% 0.275 
10/3 6488.46 172 0.1342 2.84% 172.9 -0.5% 0.285 
11/3 6378.40 188 0.1315 2.97% 212.5 -13.0% 0.255 
12/3 6170.40 385 0.1288 2.85% 310.6 19.3% 0.365 
15/3 5854.61 600 0.1205 2.95% 508.0 15.3% 0.415 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 416.9 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 710 0.1151 2.97% 429.7 39.5% 0.645 
18/3 6051.26 435 0.1123 2.83% 366.7 15.7% 0.375 
19/3 6088.34 460 . 0.1096 2.86% 341.1 25.8% 0.435 
22/3 6060.04 475 0.1041 2.91% 353.7 25.5% 0.445 
23/3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 315.4 -137.2% 0.005 
24/3 6212.19 295 0.0986 2.83% 259.9 11.9% 0.335 
25/3 6246.97 280 0.0959 2.85% 238.9 14.7% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 215 0.0932 2.78% 191.4 11.0% 0.315 
29/3 6322.90 215 0.0877 2.84% 193.4 10.0% 0.315 
30/3 6406.49 193 0.0849 2.86% 154.9 19.7% 0.335 
31/3 6388.86 180 0.0822 2.90% 158.7 11.8% 0.315 
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APPENDIX 6D 
TESTING OF BLACK-SCHOLES MODEL USING IMPLIED 
VOLATILITY WITH DIVIDENDS ADJUSTMENT 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Si 押 a = 0.255 ME = 8.2% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 9.5% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 12.8% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 544 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 564 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 546 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 459 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 312 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 145 0.1205 2.95% 142 2.1% 0.255 
16/3 5980.04 190 0.1178 2.99% 196 -3.2% 0.245 
17/3 5958.33 270 0.1151 2.97% 183 32.2% 0.365 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 228 10.6% 0.285 
19/3 6088.34 255 0.1096 2.86% 247 3.3% 0.265 
22/3 6060.04 215 0.1041 2.91% 226 -5.1% 0.245 
23/3 6117.95 260 0.1014 2.93% 257 1.1% 0.255 
24/3 6212.19 350 0.0986 2.83% 315 10.1% 0.305 
25/3 6246.97 375 0.0959 2.85% 336 10.3% 0.315 
26/3 6341.25 470 0.0932 2.78% 403 14.2% 0.365 
29/3 6322.90 470 0.0877 2.84% 385 18.0% 0.395 
30/3 6406.49 470 0.0849 2.86% 449 4.4% 0.295 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 433 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
SISMA = 0.275 ME = -1.2% 
Exercise Price = 6100 MAE = 8.6% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 10.9% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 486 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 503 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 486 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 406 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 273 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 120 0.1205 2.95% 123 -2.8% 0.275 
16/3 5980.04 135 0.1178 2.99% 170 -25.7% 0.235 
17/3 5958.33 155 0.1151 2.97% 158 -1.9% 0.275 
18/3 6051.26 205 0.1123 2.83% 196 4.2% 0.285 
19/3 6088.34 N/A .0.1096 2.86% 212 N/A N/A 
22/3 6060.04 175 0.1041 2.91% 193 -10.2% 0.255 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 219 -4.4% 0.265 
24/3 6212.19 290 0.0986 2.83% 269 7.3% 0.305 
25/3 6246.97 315 0.0959 2.85% 287 8.8% 0.315 
26/3 6341.25 N/A 0.0932 2.78% 346 N/A N/A 
29/3 6322.90 395 0.0877 2.84% 328 16.9% 0.375 
30/3 6406.49 400 0.0849 2.86% 385 3.7% 0.295 
31/3 6388.86 340 0.0822 2.90% 370 -8.7% 0.225 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.295 ME = -3.6% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 10.4% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 13.8% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 440 0.1397 2.93% 436 0.9% 0.295 
9/3 6508.00 460 0.1370 2.91% 451 2.0% 0.305 
10/3 6488.46 450 0.1342 2.84% 435 3.4% 0.315 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 362 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 200 0.1288 2.85% 242 -21.2% 0.245 
15/3 5854.61 105 0.1205 2.95% 109 -3.8% 0.285 
16/3 5980.04 120 0.1178 2.99% 149 -24.2% 0.255 
17/3 5958.33 165 0.1151 2.97% 138 16.1% 0.335 
18/3 6051.26 168 0.1123 2.83% 171 -2.0% 0.295 
19/3 6088.34 143 0,1096 2.86% 185 -29.1% . 0.245 
22/3 6060.04 140 0.1041 2.91% 167 -19.1% 0.255 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 189 -12.6% 0.265 
24/3 6212.19 235 0.0986 2.83% 232 1.3% 0.295 
25/3 6246.97 265 0.0959 2.85% 248 6.6% 0.315 
26/3 6341.25 330 0.0932 2.78% 299 9.5% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 330 0.0877 2.84% 282 14.7% 0.365 
30/3 6406.49 330 0.0849 2.86% 331 -0.3% 0.295 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 316 N/A N/A 
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HSI Call Options (April 93) 
= 0.285 ME = -7.3% 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 14.4% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 24.8% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 365 0.1397 2.93% 366 -0.4% 0.285 
9/3 6508.00 385 0.1370 2.91% 380 1.3% 0.295 
10/3 6488.46 380 0.1342 2.84% 365 4.0% 0.305 
11/3 6378.40 315 0.1315 2.97% 298 5.5% 0.305 
12/3 6170.40 155 0.1288 2.85% 191 -23.3% 0.245 
15/3 5854.61 100 0.1205 2.95% 78 21.5% 0.315 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 111 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 55 0.1151 2.97% 102 -85.2% 0.215 
18/3 6051.26 133 0.1123 2.83% 129 3.0% 0.295 
19/3 6088.34 118 . 0.1096 2.86% 140 -18.5% 0.255 
22/3 6060.04 110 0.1041 2.91% 124 -13.1% 0.265 
23/3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 143 -7.5% 0.275 
24/3 6212.19 183 0.0986 2.83% 179 2.0% 0.285 
25/3 6246.97 200 0.0959 2.85% 192 3.8% 0.295 
26/3 6341.25 270 0.0932 2.78% 237 12.2% 0.325 
29/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 221 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 265 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 220 0.0822 2.90% 251 -14.2% 0.245 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.405 ME = -21.30% 
Exercise Price = 6000 MAE = 23.96% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 28.71% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 184.6 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 174.3 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 176.5 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 205.1 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 275.4 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 411.3 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 340 0.1178 2.99% 343.2 -0.9% 0.405 
17/3 5958.33 410 0.1151 2.97% 349.9 14.6% 0.475 
18/3 6051.26 255 0.1123 2.83% 302.7 -18.7% 0.345 
19/3 6088.34 270 0；1096 2.86% 282.3 -4.6% ‘ 0.385 
22/3 6060.04 275 0.1041 2.91% 286.3 -4.1% 0.395 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 257.2 -22.5% 0.345 
24/3 6212.19 148 0.0986 2.83% 216.3 -46.2% 0.315 
25/3 6246.97 150 0.0959 2.85% 199.6 -33.1% 0.335 
26/3 6341.25 118 0.0932 2.78% 164.6 -39.5% 0.335 
29/3 6322.90 113 0.0877 2.84% 161.9 -43.2% 0.325 
30/3 6406.49 98 0.0849 2.86% 133.4 -36.1% 0.345 
31/3 6388.86 N/A 0.0822 2.90% 134.1 N/A N/A 
81 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
= 0.345 ME = -5.74% 
Exercise Price = 6100 MAE = 12.25% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 13.58% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 N/A 0.1397 2.93% 168.9 N/A N/A 
9/3 6508.00 N/A 0.1370 2.91% 158.6 N/A N/A 
10/3 6488.46 N/A 0.1342 2.84% 161.5 N/A N/A 
11/3 6378.40 N/A 0.1315 2.97% 192.9 N/A N/A 
12/3 6170.40 N/A 0.1288 2.85% 270.9 N/A N/A 
15/3 5854.61 N/A 0.1205 2.95% 426.4 N/A N/A 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 350.6 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 N/A 0.1151 2.97% 359.3 N/A N/A 
18/3 6051.26 310 0.1123 2.83% 307.1 0.9% 0.345 
19/3 6088.34 325 . 0.1096 2.86% 285.2 12.3% 0.395 
22/3 6060.04 335 0.1041 2.91% 291.9 12.9% 0.405 
23/3 6117.95 210 0.1014 2.93% 260.1 -23.9% 0.285 
24/3 6212.19 188 0.0986 2.83% 215.2 -14.5% 0.305 
25/3 6246.97 180 0.0959 2.85% 197.4 -9.7% 0.325 
26/3 6341.25 143 0.0932 2.78% 159.5 -11.5% 0.325 
29/3 6322.90 N/A 0.0877 2.84% 158.2 N/A N/A 
30/3 6406.49 N/A 0.0849 2.86% 127.7 N/A N/A 
31/3 6388.86 115 0.0822 2.90% 129.3 -12.4% 0.325 
HSI Put Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0.265 ME = 13.27% 
Exercise Price = 6200 MAE = 19.81% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 22.92% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 137 0.1397 2.93% 135.8 0.9% 0.265 
9/3 6508.00 133 0.1370 2.91% 125.8 5.4% 0.275 
10/3 6488.46 135 0.1342 2.84% 129.6 4.0% 0.275 
11/3 6378.40 151 0.1315 2.97% 163.8 -8.5% 0.255 
12/3 6170.40 320 0.1288 2.85% 252.1 21.2% 0.345 
15/3 5854.61 505 0.1205 2.95% 437.6 13.3% 0.355 
16/3 5980.04 475 0.1178 2.99% 350.0 26.3% 0.425 
17/3 5958.33 550 0.1151 2.97% 361.7 34.2% 0.505 
18/3 6051.26 370 0.1123 2.83% 301.9 18.4% 0.355 
‘19/3 6088.34 390 0.1096 2.86% 277.7 28.8% 0.405 
22/3 6060.04 380 0.1041 2.91% 288.5 24.1% 0.385 
23/3 6117.95 168 0.1014 2.93% 252.7 -50.4% 0.155 
24/3 6212.19 240 0.0986 2.83% 201.9 15.9% 0.315 
25/3 6246.97 230 0.0959 2.85% 182.8 20.5% 0.325 
26/3 6341.25 178 0.0932 2.78% 141.1 20.7% 0.315 
29/3 6322.90 168 0.0877 2.84% 142.1 15.4% 0.305 
30/3 6406.49 153 0.0849 2.86% 109.3 28.6% 0.325 
31/3 6388.86 140 0.0822 2.90% 112.1 19.9% 0.305 
82 
HSI Call Options (April 93) 
Sigma = 0,275 ME = 2.13% 
Exercise Price = 6300 MAE = 21.85% 
Dividend Yield = 3.69% RME = 38.10% 
Date HSI Closing Time T Risk-free Estimated PVE Implied 
Price (Year) Rate Price Volatility 
8/3 6482.16 180 0.1397 2.93% 182.7 -1.5% 0.275 
9/3 6508.00 160 0.1370 2.91% 170.8 -6.8% 0.265 
10/3 6488.46 172 0.1342 2.84% 175.6 -2.1% 0.275 
11/3 6378.40 188 0.1315 2.97% 216.6 -15.2% 0.245 
12/3 6170.40 385 0.1288 2.85% 318.2 17.4% 0.355 
15/3 5854.61 600 0.1205 2.95% 521.2 13.1% 0.395 
16/3 5980.04 N/A 0.1178 2.99% 427.4 N/A N/A 
17/3 5958.33 710 0.1151 2.97% 440.4 38.0% 0.625 
18/3 6051.26 435 0.1123 2.83% 375.3 13.7% 0.355 
19/3 6088.34 460 • 0.1096 2.86% 348.8 24.2% 0.415 
22/3 6060.04 475 0.1041 2.91% 361.4 23.9% 0.425 
23/3 6117.95 133 0.1014 2.93% 321.8 -142.0% 0.005 
24/3 6212.19 295 0.0986 2.83% 264.4 10.4% 0.315 
25/3 6246.97 280 0.0959 2.85% 242.6 13.4% 0.325 
26/3 6341.25 215 0.0932 2.78% 193.5 10.0% 0.305 
29/3 6322.90 215 0.0877 2.84% 195.4 9.1% 0.305 
30/3 6406.49 193 0.0849 2.86% 155.7 19.3% 0.325 
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